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Highlights 16 
• Vertical planar thermal diodes realised & tested at realistic scales (0.15 & 0.98m2) 
• Reverse mode insulation (1.7<Ur<12 W·m-2K-1) depends primarily on depth (22<x<70mm)   
• Forward mode heat transfer depends on temperature & heat flux (50<Uf<900 W·m-2K-1) 
• One-dimensional lumped parameter heat transfer model augmented & validated 
• Applications in solar collectors and climate control building envelopes discussed  
Abstract 17 
Buildings represent one-third of global energy consumption and corresponding CO2 18 
emissions which can be reduced through enhanced insulation and building integrated 19 
renewables. Thermal diodes can potentially revolutionise passive heat 20 
collection/rejection devices such as Integrated Collector-Storage Solar Water Heaters 21 
(ICSSWH) and Climate-Control Building Envelopes (CCBE) employed for 22 
decarbonisation. We present novel theoretical and experimental validation work on a 23 
lumped parameter heat transfer model of Planar Liquid-Vapour Thermal Diodes 24 
(PLVTD) to support development of ICSSWH and CCBE components for building 25 
facades. This study augments our previous work on a passive horizontal PLVTD model, 26 
by introducing falling film evaporation, vapour convection in vertical rectangular 27 
enclosures, condensation on vertical plates, and a methodology for evaluating working 28 
fluid temperatures. Experimental validations are presented for vertical aluminium 29 
(Ap=0.15m2, x=22mm) and stainless steel (Ap=0.98m2, x=70mm) prototypes using 30 
two different laboratory test methodologies where temperature setpoints were 31 
controlled and measured. The model predicts measured steady state thermal 32 
conductances in reverse mode (Ur≈12 W·m-2K-1 and Ur≈1.7W·m-2K-1 for x=22mm and 33 
x=70mm PLVTDs respectively) and forward mode (175<Uf<730W·m-2K-1 and 34 
50<ULvL<900W·m-2K-1 respectively) with reasonable accuracy across investigated 35 
ranges (15<T2<65°C condenser temperatures, 5<-ΔT12<25°C reverse mode plate-to-36 
plate temperature differences, 50<q/A<1000 W·m-2 forward mode heat fluxes). 37 
Forward mode behaviour is determined by working fluid vapour mass flow driven by 38 
heat flux and influenced by temperature dependent vapour viscosity. Reverse mode 39 
behaviour is determined by vapour convection, plate-to-plate radiation, and 40 
envelope/structure conduction. Parametric design influences are theoretically 41 
examined and >99% diodicity relevant to CCBE and ICSSWH applications is 42 
demonstrated experimentally. Study findings contribute towards global efforts tackling 43 
the climate crisis by enabling commercial R&D for new Net Zero Energy Building 44 
components. 45 
1 Introduction 46 
1.1 Study context 47 
Approximately one-third of global final energy consumption (125 of 400EJ annually) 48 
can be attributed to residential and service sector buildings (IEA, 2018; IEA/UN, 2018) 49 
where it is primarily used for space heating & cooling (40%) and domestic hot water 50 
production (20%). Buildings are correspondingly responsible for ~39% of global CO2 51 
emissions which need to be radically and rapidly cut in order to mitigate the climate 52 
crisis. Net-Zero Energy Building (NZEB) and Near-Zero Energy Building (nZEB) 53 
concepts aim to reduce CO2 emissions by minimising thermal energy demands through 54 
measures such as Climate Control Building Envelopes (CCBE), Building Integrated 55 
PhotoVoltaics (BIPV), Building Integrated Solar Thermal Systems (BISTS) and other 56 
renewable energy technologies such as heat pumps. We introduce the concept of 57 
thermal diodes (Section 1.1) and discuss how they offer significant potential to improve 58 
the efficacy of CCBE, BIPV and BISTS components (Sections 1.2 and 1.3). The growing 59 
body of literature is briefly reviewed, including work undertaken by Ulster University 60 
Centre for Sustainable Technologies regarding Liquid-Vapour Thermal Diodes (LVTD) 61 
and their application in Integrated Collector-Storage Solar Water Heaters (ICSSWH). 62 
Sections 2 and 3 build directly upon the theoretical and experimental work of Pugsley 63 
et al. (2019) by augmenting the proposed model of PLVTD behaviour and providing 64 
new validating experimental data for vertically oriented devices. The original work 65 
considered a simple PLVTD with a passively wetted evaporator which restricted 66 
operation to the horizontal orientation only, whereas the present study examines a 67 
pumped falling film evaporator which enables operation in vertical and tilted 68 
orientations. Section 4 explores the parametric design of a PLVTD by using the model 69 
to examine the influence of temperatures, heat flux, dimensions, orientation and other 70 
factors upon its behaviour. Section 5 re-examines experimental data from tests on a 71 
large vertical falling film PLVTD incorporated into a flat ICSSWH prototype (Pugsley et 72 
al., 2016 & 2017; Smyth et al., 2019) to provide further validation of the proposed 73 
theoretical model and to identify areas for further research. 74 
1.2 Thermal diodes 75 
A thermal diode is a unidirectional heat transfer device that operates in a manner 76 
analogous to an electrical semiconductor diode by offering low resistance (thermal 77 
conductance) in one direction and high resistance (thermal insulation) in the other. 78 
Whilst there are many different mechanisms for realising thermal rectification (Go & 79 
Sen, 2010; Roberts & Walker, 2011; Boreyko & Chen et al., 2011 & 2013; Chen et al., 80 
2012; Ben-Abdallah & Biehs, 2013; Dos Santos Bernardes, 2014; Bairi et al., 2014; 81 
Pei et al., 2017; Blet et al., 2017; Avanessian and Hwang, 2018; Traipattanakul et al., 82 
2019; Wong et al., 2019) in a variety of different geometric forms and orientations, 83 
the present study is concerned with PLVTDs. These devices (see Figures 1 and 2) 84 
essentially consist of two parallel plates of area A=yz separated by a cavity of depth x 85 
which contains a quantity of working fluid maintained in a thermodynamic state close 86 
to saturation. During forward mode operation, wetting of the hottest plate (evaporator) 87 
through contact with the liquid working fluid generates vapour, which then migrates 88 
to the colder plate (condenser) where it releases its latent heat and generates 89 
condensate to complete the cycle. During reverse mode operation, the hottest plate is 90 
kept dry so that no vapour can be generated, no latent heat transfer occurs, and the 91 
partially evacuated cavity acts as an insulator. Forward mode evaporator wetting can 92 
be achieved by a variety of active (eg pumped falling film or spray) or passive (eg 93 
capillary wick or pockets) techniques. Careful control over plate wetting mechanisms 94 
could feasibly enable the operating direction of a thermal diode to be reversed or for 95 
forward mode operation to be initiated or supressed on demand, thereby creating 96 
components with switchable thermal insulation characteristics.  97 
 98 
 99 
Figure 1 – Schematic diagram of a PLVTD 100 
 101 
 102 
FORWARD MODE  
Plate 1 wetted and hotter than Plate 2 
Latent heat transfer from 1→2 
REVERSE MODE 
Plate 2 dry and hotter than Plate 1 
No latent heat transfer from 2→1 




  Forward mode   Reverse mode 
 
 
The wetted evaporator plate (T1) generates vapour during forward mode operation when T1>T2 resulting in latent heat being 
transferred to the condenser plate (T2) due to the mass flow of vapour induced by the saturation pressure differential. In reverse 
mode when T2>T1 there is no latent heat transfer because the hotter plate is kept dry (no vapour generation) but some degree 
of sensible heat transfer occurs owing to gaseous conduction and convection through the residual vapour.  
The vapour mass transfer (Rec) and vapour convection (Rv) thermal resistances are dependent upon the height (z) and 
characteristic dimension (L≈x) of the enclosure, the hot plate external tilt angle with respect to horizontal (), and the working 
fluid thermodynamic properties which are dependent upon plate temperatures T1 and T2. 
Figure 2 – Arrangement and working principles of a PLVTD  103 
 104 
1.3 Climate Control Building Envelopes 105 
Climate Control Building Envelopes (CCBE) can massively reduce space heating & 106 
cooling energy demands and are an essential part of NZEBs (Ascione et al. 2016; 107 
Charisi, 2017; Li et al., 2019). In cold climates, a CCBE must be well-insulated to 108 
prevent fabric heat losses; use heat recovery ventilation to prevent airflow related heat 109 
losses; and should incorporate mechanisms to enable collection of solar and ambient 110 
heat. The latter can be achieved through either passive means such as Trombe walls 111 
or double-skin facades (Kilaire & Stacey, 2017; Hu et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018; Inan 112 
& Basaran, 2019; Agathokleous et al., 2019) or by using active systems such as 113 
ground-source, air-source, or solar assisted heat pumps (Good et al., 2015; He et al., 114 
2015; Buonomano et al., 2016; Aguilar et al., 2016; Calise et al., 2016; Poppi et al., 115 
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T1  
 
incorporate shading devices to prevent solar heat gains; have appropriate insulation 117 
and ventilation which prevents ambient heat gains (eg infiltration of hot outdoor air); 118 
and include design features which facilitate free-cooling during night-time periods. 119 
Thermal insulation in hot climate CCBEs can be important for preventing unwanted 120 
fabric heat gains but conversely acts as “anti-insulation” (Masoso & Grobler, 2008; 121 
Idris & Mae, 2017) owing to the inherent reduction in potential for passive heat 122 
rejection. Climates in many regions of the world are characterised by significant diurnal 123 
and seasonal temperature differences which necessitate thermally adaptive CCBEs that 124 
combine all the abovementioned features into a multifunctional façade and/or roofing 125 
system. In addition to reducing the amount of energy required for space heating and 126 
cooling, CCBEs are increasingly being designed with BIPV to generate electricity; BISTS 127 
to supply domestic hot water and additional heat for space heating; or Building 128 
Integrated PhotoVolatic-Thermal (BIPVT) elements which simultaneously produce both 129 
thermal and electrical energy. Thermal diodicity, dynamic insulation, adaptive 130 
insulation and switchable insulation concepts (Stazi et al., 2012; Kimber et al., 2014; 131 
Berge et al., 2015; Menyhart & Krarti, 2017; Jin et al. 2017; Koenders et al., 2018; 132 
Pflug et al., 2018; Rupp & Krarti, 2019; Cui & Overend, 2019) have significant potential 133 
to improve the efficacy of CCBEs in respect of their ability to collect solar and ambient 134 
heat in cold climates (Figure 3a); reject excess heat in hot climates (Figure 3b); and 135 
potentially improve the efficiency of BIPV elements by regulating cell temperatures. 136 
The use of thermal diodes in building façade elements has been proposed and 137 
investigated by a handful of authors (Kolodziej & Jaroszynski, 1997; Chen et al., 1998; 138 
Varga et al. 2002; Fang & Xia, 2010; Reay et al., 2014; Villeneuve et al., 2017) but the 139 
use of Planar Liquid-Vapour Thermal Diodes (PLVTDs) in CCBEs has yet to be described 140 
in detail anywhere in the literature. In Cui & Overend’s (2019) high level study 141 
examining possible mechanisms for achieving switchable insulation in thermally 142 
adaptive building envelopes they conclude that “Among the five technologies reviewed, 143 
the most thermally efficient one, in terms of switching ratio and the range of 144 
controllable heat transfer . . . alternates its heat transfer mechanisms between highly 145 
conductive evaporation-condensation circulation to insulated single-phase gaseous 146 
conduction” and that “controllable flat-plate heat pipes are a promising direction”. 147 
These statements align perfectly with the PLVTD concept as described in Section 1.2 148 
and provide strong justification for the present study. 149 
1.4 Integrated Collector-Storage Solar Water Heaters 150 
Solar thermal systems offer significant potential to contribute towards meeting both 151 
domestic hot water and space heating energy demands. When combined with sufficient 152 
energy storage, BISTS have been shown to provide between 10% and 90% of 153 
residential and commercial building space heating and domestic hot water energy 154 
demands in a variety of climates (Smyth et al., 2006; Li et al., 2013; Drosou et al., 155 
2014; O'Hegarty et al., 2014; Good et al., 2015; Mehdaoui et al., 2019; Beausoleil-156 
Morrison et al., 2019; Billardo et al., 2019). Solar water heating systems typically have 157 
three main components: the collector, the heat transfer system, and the storage 158 
vessel. Storage vessels in conventional pumped solar water heating systems tend to 159 
be bulky and consume valuable floor space. In hot climates, thermosiphonic solar water 160 
heaters with close-coupled storage tanks are popular owing to their passive operation, 161 
simple installation, externally located storage tank, and relatively low cost. Integrated 162 
Collector-Storage Solar Water Heaters (ICSSWH) are passive systems which combine 163 
the collector and storage vessel into one unit by using part of the storage tank envelope 164 
as a solar absorber (Smyth et al., 2006; Garnier et al., 2009; Borello et al., 2012; 165 
Ziapour et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2016; Billardo et al., 2019). This concept minimises 166 
system size and quantity of material required for manufacturing, leading to lower unit 167 
costs (Tripanagnostopoulos & Souliotis, 2006), less embodied energy, and greater 168 
space efficiency. The greatest drawback of ICSSWHs and close-coupled thermiosiphon 169 
solar water heaters is that a large area of storage vessel surface is inherently exposed 170 
to the outdoor environment and thus susceptible to heat loss in cold and windy 171 
climates. Several authors have explored the use of thermal diodes to control heat loss 172 
in thermosiphonic solar water heaters. In particular, Mohamad (1997), Faiman et al. 173 
(2001) and Sopian et al. (2004) realised thermal diodes by fitting one-way valves which 174 
allow water to flow from the hot solar collector outlet to a cooler storage vessel but 175 
prevent reverse flow when the collector is cooler than the store. Some authors (Smyth 176 
et al., 1999 and Rhee et al., 2010) incorporated thermal diodes in hot water storage 177 
vessels to promote stratification and reduce heat loss. A growing body of work on the 178 
use of liquid-vapour thermal diodes to reduce heat loss from ICSSWH collectors has 179 
developed in recent years (De Beijer, 1998; Quinlan, 2010; Souliotis et al., 2011&2017; 180 
Smyth et al., 2015a&b, 2017, 2018, 2019; Pugsley et al., 2016 & 2019; Pugsley, 2017; 181 
Muhumuza et al., 2019a & b). Smyth et al. (2017) designed, fabricated and tested 182 
cylindrical ICSSWHs featuring annular thermal diodes which minimised overnight heat 183 
loss to <1 W·m-2K-1.  Smyth et al. (2019) demonstrated that an uncovered ICSSWH 184 
featuring a vertically oriented PLVTD (see Figure 3c) can achieve a significantly better 185 
heat loss coefficient (5.4 W·m-2K-1) during solar collection periods than an equivalent 186 
uncovered ICSSWH without a thermal diode (12.9 W·m-2K-1).  187 
 188 
  189 
a) Insulating solar heat collecting façade for 
buildings in cold climates 
PLVTD facilitates solar heat transfer into the 
building during daytime and prevents heat 





b) Free-cooling façade with heat ingress 
protection for buildings in hot climates 
PLVTD prevents unwanted solar heat gain 
during the daytime and allows heat to be 
rejected from the building at night when 




c) Heat retaining Integrated Collector-
Storage Solar Water Heater (ICSSWH) 
PLVTD facilitates solar heat transfer into 
water storage tank during daytime and 








Figure 3 – Practical applications for PLVTDs in Climate Control Building Facades and Integrated Collector-Storage Solar Water Heaters 190 
 191 
2 Theory 192 
2.1 Heat flux, temperature and pressure 193 
Heat transfer through a PLVTD is driven by the difference in temperature between the 194 
two plates (T12 = |T1 - T2|). The transferred thermal power (q12), the transferred heat 195 
flux (q12/Ap), overall thermal resistance (Rfr), and the overall thermal conductance (Ufr) 196 
through the PLVTD are related according to Equation 1 (Pugsley et al., 2019). Figure 4 197 
FORWARD MODE  
Solar heat gain during 
sunny periods 
 
REVERSE MODE  
Insulation against heat 
gain during daytime 
FORWARD MODE  
Heat transfer during 
sunny periods 
REVERSE MODE  
Insulation prevents 
heat loss at night 
FORWARD MODE  
Heat transfer to enable 
night-time free-cooling 
REVERSE MODE  
Insulation during 
night-time 
shows the main heat transfer paths and corresponding thermal resistances through a 198 










      Equation 1 200 
In forward mode, the dominant thermal transmission mechanism is latent heat transfer 201 
associated with working fluid liquid-vapour-liquid phase changes and the net transfer 202 
of working fluid vapour mass across the cavity between the two plates. In reverse 203 
mode, thermal transmission occurs via several different mechanisms including working 204 
fluid convection and gaseous conduction; radiation between the plates; and conduction 205 
through the external envelope and internal supporting structural elements.  206 
In order to transfer heat in forward mode, the working fluid must exist in vapour phase 207 
at the evaporator temperature (T1) and in liquid phase at the condenser temperature 208 
(T2). If all non-condensable gases are removed, then the resulting pressure inside the 209 
PLVTD will be approximately equal to the saturation pressure (PLv) of the working fluid 210 
at the saturation temperature TLv. This internal pressure will usually be different from 211 
the atmospheric pressure outside necessitating internal structures to ensure that the 212 
PLVTD envelope can withstand the pressure differential. 213 
2.2 Diodicity 214 
Diodicity coefficient (𝜍) is a dimensionless measure of thermal rectification and is a 215 
useful performance measure for thermal diodes and switchable insulation devices. It 216 
is commonly defined according to Equation 2 as a scalar (between zero and unity) 217 
based on the performance of the device in forward (f) heat transfer mode and reverse 218 
(r) insulation mode. For convenience, we have chosen to express heat transfer and 219 
insulation performances in terms of thermal conductance (Uf and Ur) but Equation 2 220 
can alternatively be written (Boryeko and Chen, 2013) in terms of thermal conductivity 221 
(k=Ux), thermal power (q), heat flux (q/A), or reciprocal thermal resistance (1/R=U/A) 222 
where the dimensional quantities x and A relate to the cavity depth and surface area 223 
of the diode with A=yz applying in the case of a flat plate diode of the form shown in 224 
Figure 1. A reasonable target for diodicity of PLVTDs in CCBE applications would be 𝜍 225 
> 97% based on replicating thermal conductivities of typical building materials such 226 
as k≈0.025 W·m-1K-1 for polyurethane insulation and k≈1.6 W·m-1K-1 for concrete 227 
(Twidell & Weir, 2006). Applications in solar collectors would ideally require 𝜍 > 99% 228 
to replicate absorber transparent cover arrangements in ICSSWH devices where the 229 
insulation of high quality double glazing is U≈1.2W·m-2K-1 and heat transfer across the 230 
absorber should be U>200W·m-2K-1 (Dupeyrat et al., 2011, Deng et al., 2019). For 231 
reference, Cui and Overend (2019) suggest that switchable insulation devices based on 232 
phase change technologies should be capable of achieving Order Of Magnitude (OOM) 233 
performance ratios of 102<OOM<104 which correspond broadly to diodicity of 98.02 < 234 




  (0 ≥ ≥ )    Equation 2 236 
 237 
2.3 Thermal resistance lumped parameter model 238 
The thermal resistances associated with working fluid latent heat transport (RLvL = Re 239 
+ Rec + Rc) are inherently much lower than those associated with sensible heat 240 
transport (Rv + RL when horizontal or 1/[1/Rv + 1/RL] when vertical). Inspection of the 241 
thermal resistance network in Figure 4c suggests that the overall thermal resistance 242 
through the PLVTD during forward mode operation (Rf) can be approximated by 243 
Equation 3 (Pugsley et al., 2017 and 2019): 244 












)⁄ + 2𝑅𝑝     Equation 3 245 
No latent heat transfer occurs in reverse mode because the evaporator plate is dry. 246 
The evaporation and condensation resistances therefore tend towards infinity so that 247 
1/(Re+Rec+Rc)→0. Inspection of the thermal resistance network in Figure 4c suggests 248 
that overall thermal resistance through the PLVTD during reverse mode can be 249 
approximated (Pugsley, 2017) by Equation 4a when horizontal (Rr,h) or by Equation 4b 250 
when vertical (Rr,V): 251 












)⁄ + 𝑅𝑝𝑒 + 𝑅𝑝𝑐    Equation 4a 252 















)⁄ + 𝑅𝑝𝑒 + 𝑅𝑝𝑐    Equation 4b 253 
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c) Thermal resistance network describing heat transfer behaviour 
 
Descriptions of thermal resistances used in the model 
Rpe 
Conductive thermal resistance through the plate 
which acts as the evaporator in forward mode 
 
Rw 
Conductive thermal resistance through four sidewalls 
of the PLVTD envelope 
Rpc 
Conductive thermal resistance through the plate 
which acts as the condenser in forward mode 
 
Rs 
Conductive thermal resistance through the structural 
members which support the PLVTD envelope 
Re 
Resistance associated with working fluid 
evaporation occurring at the evaporator surface 
 
Rv 
Resistance associated with vapour phase natural 
convection of the working fluid   
Rc 
Resistance associated with working fluid 
condensation occurring at the condenser surface 
 
RL 
Resistance associated with Liquid phase natural 
convection of the working fluid   
Rec 
Mass transfer resistance associated with the flow 
of vapour from the evaporator to the condenser  
 
RR 
Resistance associated with heat transfer via long wave 
electromagnetic radiation between the two plates 
RLvL Overall Liquid-vapour-Liquid phase change heat transfer resistance  
  










































Re  Rec  Rc  
Rpc  
RL,h  
(horizontal orientation only) 
(vertical orientation only) 
RLvL = Re + Rec + Rc 
2.4 Heat transfer via the envelope, structure, and radiation 256 
The PLVTD envelope and structure conductive thermal resistances can be evaluated 257 
using conventional Fourier methods. Assuming a basic rectangular box form (as per 258 
Figure 1) and an internal supporting structure formed of an array of cylindrical struts 259 
similar to that used in vacuum glazing panels (Collins and Fischer-Cripps, 1991; Fang 260 
et al., 2014) the thermal conductances and corresponding resistances of the 261 
evaporator and condenser plates (Upe ≈ Upc), the envelope sidewalls (Uw), and the 262 
internal structure (Us), can be evaluated according to Equations 5 to 9 (Pugsley et al., 263 
2017 and 2019). 264 
The various dimensional terms are defined in full in the Nomenclature section. The 265 
symbols U, R, k, A and d refer to thermal conductance, thermal resistance, thermal 266 
conductivity, area and distance respectively. The symbols and subscripts x, y, z refer 267 
to dimensions in the respective axes defined on Figure 1. The subscripts p, w, and s 268 
relate to the plate, wall and struts respectively. The term Ns refers to the number of 269 
struts in the internal supporting structural array where each strut is assumed to be a 270 
cylindrical tube with diameter ds, wall thickness dsw, and length x. The term dss 271 
describes the centre-to-centre spacing between adjacent struts and terms dsxy and dsxz 272 





















        Equation 7 276 























+ 1)   Equation 9 278 
Radiative heat transfer resistance between the two parallel plates can be determined 279 
using Equation 10 (Twidell & Weir, 2006) based on the PLVTD absolute operating 280 
temperatures in Kelvin degrees (T12=0.5T1+0.5T2), emissivities of the wet or dry plates 281 
(1 and 2), the Stefan-Boltzmann constant ( = 5.67 x 10-8 W·m-2K-4) and the area 282 






4 𝜒 𝐴 (𝑇12)
3         Equation 10 284 
2.5 Heat transfer via the working fluid 285 
Heat transfer through the PLVTD via the working fluid is dependent upon a number of 286 
different mechanisms: 287 
• Working fluid evaporation (Re) in forward mode. 288 
• Latent heat transfer due to net vapour mass flow between the plates in forward 289 
mode (Rec). Fluid motion is primarily driven by the vapour pressure differential 290 
(P12 arising from T12) and to a lesser extent by corresponding buoyancy forces. 291 
• Working fluid condensation (Rc) in forward mode. 292 
• Sensible heat transfer via buoyancy driven natural convection of the working 293 
fluid, in both vapour (Rv) and liquid (RL) states, in reverse mode due to plate-294 
to-plate temperature differential T12. 295 
Working fluid thermal resistances and corresponding conductances can be evaluated 296 
from Equation 11 (Cengel & Boles, 2006) using relevant Nusselt number correlations 297 







        Equation 11 299 
The evaporation thermal resistance (Re) can be evaluated using the composite 300 
evaporation Nusselt number described by Equation 12 which accounts for conduction 301 
(NudL) across the liquid layer thickness (dLe); natural convection (NuRa) within the liquid 302 
layer; forced convection (NuRe) in cases where the liquid is flowing; and nucleate boiling 303 
(NuNu) if the evaporator is significantly hotter than the liquid. Equation 12 combines 304 
the natural and forced convection Nusselt numbers using the method offered by Cengel 305 
& Boles (2006). Whilst thermal conductance through the liquid layer can simply be 306 
calculated by dividing its thermal conductivity (kL) by its thickness (dLe), it is 307 
mathematically convenient to express this quantity in the form of a Nusselt number 308 
(NudLe) which has the same characteristic dimension as that used for the convection 309 
and nucleate boiling Nusselt numbers (NuRa, NuRe and NuNu). Suitable Nusselt number 310 
correlations are given in Table 1 (Equations 15a-i based on expressions offered by 311 
Cengel & Boles, 2006) which are dependent upon the Rayleigh number (Ra), Reynolds 312 
number (Re), Prandtl number (Pr), hot plate tilt angle relative to horizontal (θ), and 313 
the plate dimensions (y and z). Rayleigh number quantifies the magnitude of natural 314 
convection resulting from buoyancy and frictional effects within the liquid layer in 315 
contact with the evaporator plate and is calculated in the conventional way using 316 
Equation 13 based on gravitational acceleration (g=9.81 m/s2 at sea level) and the 317 
plate-to-liquid temperature difference (TL1=T1-TL1). Reynolds number quantifies the 318 
magnitude of forced convection and is calculated using Equation 14 (after Zhou et al., 319 
2009) based on the liquid film mass flow rate (ML) which spreads across the evaporator 320 
plate width (y). All thermodynamic properties (k, v, Pr, β, ρ) of evaporating working 321 
fluid involved in evaluation of Re relate to liquid state at temperature TL1, the value of 322 
which can be evaluated according to the iterative procedure proposed in Section 2.6.  323 
In vertical and tilted PLVTDs featuring flowing film evaporators, the liquid layer 324 
thickness (dLe according to Equation 15h) is largely dependent upon the same 325 
parameters as the Reynolds number but is additionally affected by gravity. In 326 
horizontal PLVTDs where the evaporator is covered by a non-flowing pool of liquid, the 327 
liquid layer thickness (dLe according to Equation 15i) is primarily determined by the 328 
mass of working fluid (mL) and the evaporator plate area (yz) but also by the PLVTD 329 
volume (xyz) and the relative densities of working fluid in both liquid (ρL) and vapour 330 
(ρv) states. Given the low heat fluxes (typically q/A<1000 W·m-2) associated with 331 
PLVTDs used for CCBE and ICSSWH applications the temperature difference between 332 
the evaporator plate surface and the liquid working fluid is usually too low (T1-TL≤5C) 333 
for nucleate boiling to occur which means that free-surface evaporation mechanisms 334 
typically prevail and NuNu can usually be ignored. A correlation for NuNu is however 335 







    Equation 12 337 
𝑅𝑎 =
𝑔 𝛽 ∆𝑇 𝐿3
𝑣2
𝑃𝑟        Equation 13 338 
𝑅𝑒 =
4𝑀𝐿
𝑦  𝑣𝐿  𝜌𝐿
         Equation 14 339 
The vapour mass transfer thermal resistance (Rec) can be evaluated using the Nusselt 340 
number correlations given in Table 2 (Equations 15j-q) which describe fluid convection 341 
in rectangular enclosures of the form illustrated in Figure 2 (dimensions x, y, z and tilt 342 
angle θ). These correlations are conventionally used in sensible heat transfer scenarios 343 
where the thermal conductivity (k) is a temperature dependent property of the working 344 
fluid in a fully saturated liquid or vapour state and gravity (g) is the driving force 345 
determining the natural convection Rayleigh number (Ra). However, given that Rec is 346 
associated with a liquid-vapour-liquid phase change, modified definitions of Rayleigh 347 
number (Ra*) and thermal conductivity (k*) are required. The familiar forcing term 348 
(g) typically used for determining Ra (Equation 13) is supplemented when calculating 349 
Ra* (Equation 16) by an additional forcing term (PLv/ρL) which accounts for the 350 
dominant effect of the vapour pressure differential P12=|P1-P2| associated with the 351 
plate-to-plate temperature difference. Equation 17 reflects the fact that the effective 352 
thermal conductivity (k*) of the vapour flowing during forward mode operation of the 353 
PLVTD has both sensible and latent components.   354 
Table 1 – Nusselt number correlations for natural and forced convection of fluid heated by plates 355 
Geometry and convection type Nusselt number (Nu) correlation and characteristic dimension (L) 
Natural convection heating of fluid above a horizontal 
plate (or cooling of fluid below a horizontal plate) 
 
Equation 15a  𝑁𝑢𝑅𝑎 = 0.54𝑅𝑎
0.25 
 
Where:   104 ≤ 𝑅𝑎 < 107  




Equation 15b  𝑁𝑢𝑅𝑎 = 0.15𝑅𝑎
1/3 
 
Where:   107 ≤ 𝑅𝑎 ≤ 1011  




Natural convection cooling of fluid above a horizontal 
plate (or heating of fluid below a horizontal plate) 
Equation 15c  𝑁𝑢𝑅𝑎 = 0.27𝑅𝑎
0.25 
 
Where:   105 ≤ 𝑅𝑎 < 1011  




Natural convection heating or cooling  
of fluid adjacent to a vertical plate 
 or above a tilted plate 
Equation 15d 
𝑁𝑢𝑅𝑎 = [0.825 +
0.387𝑅𝑎0.167







Where:     𝐿 = 𝑧 
 
Forced convection heating 
of fluid flowing over a tilted 





Where:   𝑅𝑒 < 5 × 105  
and:        𝐿 = 𝑧 
Equation 15f 
𝑁𝑢𝑅𝑒 = (0.037𝑅𝑒
0.8 − 871)𝑃𝑟1/3 
Where:    5 × 105 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 107 
and:         0.6 ≤ 𝑃𝑟 ≤ 60 
and:         𝐿 = 𝑧 





Thickness of the liquid layer in cases where the plate is 








Total thickness of the liquid layer(s) in an enclosure filled 







• Nucleate boiling correlation (NuNu) is given in Table 3 and is only relevant when evaporator plate is >5C hotter than the liquid.   
• If the PLVTD is tilted by 30≤θ≤90 from the horizontal (see Figure 2) then gravity term (g) used for determination of Rayleigh 
number (Ra) should be replaced by g.cos(90- θ) as suggested by Cengel & Boles (2006). 
• Equations 15a-f are based on those offered by Cengel & Boles (2006) whereas Equations 15g-i are based on work by Zaitsev et 
al. (2003), Zhou et al. (2009) and Pugsley (2017). 
• Flowing film liquid layer thickness estimates may become unreliable for plate tilt angles outside the range of known validity of 










Table 2 – Nusselt number correlations for fluid filled rectangular enclosures 356 
Orientation Nusselt number correlation Limits 
Horizontal with 
cold plate at top 
(=0) 














Tilted with cold 
plate at top 
(0<<90) 














                      (Equation 15k) 
z/x ≥ 12 
Ra<105 
 < 70 
 
 















z/x < 12 
Ra<105 




z/x < 14 
cr <  < 90 
Vertical (=90) 







    1 < z/x < 2 
RaPr/(0.2+Pr)>103 












2 < z/x < 10 









10 < z/x < 40 





1 < z/x < 40 




























1 < z/x< 40 
1 < Pr < 20 









4 < z/x < 200 
102 < Ra < 105 
Tilted with cold 
plate at bottom 
(90<<180) 
𝑁𝑢 = 1 + (𝑁𝑢𝜃=90 − 1) sin(𝜃) 
(Equation 15t) 
90 <  < 180 
Horizontal with 
cold plate at 
bottom (=180) 





• All of the Nusselt number correlation equations are based on those offered by Cengel & Boles (2006) with the exception of 
Equations 15r and 15s which are respectively based upon the work of Ganguli et al. (2009) and Pugsley (2017). 
• The notation [ ]+ indicates that if the quantity in brackets is negative, it should be set to zero. 
• Characteristic dimension (L) of the Nusselt number refers to the enclosure cavity width in all cases (L=x) 
• According to Cengel & Boles (2006) the critical angle can be estimated as cr ≈ 15ln(z/x)+30 
• Allowing for the limits of validity for Equations 15p and 15q, a suitable value for the transition Rayleigh number is Ratrans=5x106 
 357 
The latent component (kLv) is determined using Equation 18 based upon the latent 358 
heat of phase change (hLv), thermal diffusivity (ϑ), working fluid molar mass (ℳ), and 359 
universal gas constant (ℛ). Equations 16 to 18 are based upon expressions proposed 360 
by Pugsley (2017) drawing upon the work of Stein et al. (1985) and Peterson (1996) 361 
and can be used in cases where all non-condensable gases have been removed from 362 
the PLVTD cavity to enable the working fluid to exist in a mixed phase state close to 363 
the saturation pressure (PLv) corresponding to the saturation temperature (TLv) which 364 
can be evaluated using the iterative procedure proposed in Section 2.6. All working 365 
fluid thermodynamic properties (k, v, Pr, ϑ, 𝛽, 𝜌) relate to vapour state at temperatures 366 
close to TLv. An alternative set of equations enabling evaluation of Rec in cases where 367 








𝑃𝑟       Equation 16 369 






3         Equation 18 371 
The condensation thermal conductance (Uc), corresponding thermal resistance (Rc) and 372 
associated condensate film thickness (dLc) for PLVTDs oriented in a variety of tilt angles 373 
can be evaluated using the expressions given in Table 3 (Equations 19a-i). 374 
Condensation occurring on the surface of a flat plate will create a downward flowing 375 
film of condensate. Equations describing condensate flows across vertical and tilted 376 
plates are based on expressions given by Cengel & Boles (2006) whereas equations 377 
relevant to droplet flows from downwards-facing horizontal surfaces are based on 378 
expressions given by Stein et al. (1985) and Gerstmann & Griffith (1967). Key 379 
parameters include the saturated fluid-to-plate temperature difference (TLv-T2), 380 
gravitational acceleration (g), plate tilt angle (), plate height dimension (z), 381 
condensate film Rayleigh and Reynolds numbers (Rac and Rec), and various 382 
temperature dependent working fluid thermodynamic properties including latent heat 383 
of evaporation (hLv) and saturated vapour pressure (PLv). The difference in the liquid 384 
and vapour densities (L and v) plays an important role in these expressions alongside 385 
the liquid kinematic viscosity (vL), dynamic viscosity (L), surface tension (L), thermal 386 
conductivity (kL), specific heat capacity (cpL) and Prandtl number (PrL). Liquid 387 
thermodynamic properties (subscript “L”) are evaluated at the condensate film 388 
temperature TL2. Vapour thermodynamic properties (subscript “v”) and saturation 389 
condition thermodynamic properties (subscript “Lv”) are evaluated at estimated 390 
saturation temperature (TLv). Section 2.6 describes methods for evaluating the fluid 391 
temperatures TL1, TLv and TL2.  392 
Table 3 – Expressions describing phase change heat transfer mechanisms 393 
Equations 








𝑔∙𝑐𝑜𝑠(90 − 𝜃) 𝜌𝐿 (𝜌𝐿 − 𝜌𝑣) 𝑘𝐿





Vertical or tilted 
0<<135° 




𝑅𝑒𝑐 = [4.81 +
3.7 𝑧 ∙ 𝑘𝐿(𝑇𝐿𝑣 − 𝑇2)
𝜇𝐿(ℎ𝐿𝑣 + 0.68𝑐𝑝𝐿[𝑇𝐿𝑣 − 𝑇2])
(






 Vertical or tilted 
0<<135° 
Wavy flow  
condensation where 














]  Equation 19c 
𝑅𝑒𝑐 = [
0.069 𝑧 ∙ 𝑘𝐿 𝑃𝑟𝐿
0.5 (𝑇𝐿𝑣 − 𝑇2)










  Vertical or tilted 
0<<150° 

















]  Equation 19e 
𝑅𝑎𝑐 =
𝑔 (𝜌𝐿 − 𝜌𝑣) ℎ𝐿𝑣 𝑑𝐿𝑐
3
𝑘𝐿 𝑣𝐿 (𝑇𝐿𝑣 − 𝑇2)
   
Horizontal or tilted 
>150° 
Condensation on the 
underside of a plate 
where condensate flows 





𝑔 (𝜌𝐿 − 𝜌𝑣)
)
0.5





𝐴𝑐 𝑘𝐿 0.69 𝑅𝑎𝑐
0.2
𝐴𝑝 𝑑𝐿𝑐













   






𝐿 ∙ 𝜇𝐿 ℎ𝐿𝑣
𝑘𝐿
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Only when T1-TLv>5C 
Equation 19j 
Notes 
• Equations 19a-e are based on those offered by Cengel & Boles (2006). Equations 19f-i are based on work by Stein et al. (1985) citing 
Gerstmann & Griffith (1967). Equation 19j is a form of Rohsenow’s nucleate boiling equation offered by Schmidt et al. (1993). 
• Equations for vertical and tilted condenser plates are nominally valid for 0<θ≤90 but become inaccurate for θ<30 and are of 
unknown validity for 90<θ≤180. Increased condensate layer thicknesses associated with orientations of θ«90 and θ»90 are likely to 
cause the equations to underestimate thermal resistance and overestimate the thermal conductance. 
• Equations 19b-e assume that ρv « ρL which is valid for water or ethanol at temperatures in the range 0<TL< 200C. 
• Nucleate boiling and turbulent condensate flow are generally only relevant to PLVTDs operating under high heat fluxes and are 
unlikely to be relevant for PLVTDs in building envelope and non-concentrating solar collector applications. 
• Values for nucleate boiling constants are suggested by Cengel & Boles (2006) but can typically be taken as Ksf = 0.01 and nsf = 1. 
The liquid and vapour thermal resistances RL,h, RL,V and Rv which describe heat transfer 394 
through the working fluid in reverse mode are evaluated using the general form of 395 
Equations 11 and 13 together with the Nusselt number correlations given in Tables 1 396 
and 2. The aim is for these resistances to be as large as possible to avoid unwanted 397 
heat transfer in reverse mode when the PLVTD is intended to operate as an insulator. 398 
In a horizontal PLVTD the liquid thermal resistance (RL,h) is usually insignificant 399 
because it acts in series with a much larger vapour thermal resistance (Rv) and can 400 
usually be ignored. In a vertical or tilted PLVTD it is preferable for RL,V to be made 401 
insignificant by locating the working fluid reservoir completely outside of the PLVTD 402 
(as per Pugsley, 2017 and the device discussed in Section 3 of this study) or by adding 403 
a suitable thermal break to separate the working fluid reservoir from the condenser 404 
plate (as per Pugsley et al., 2017 and the device discussed in Section 5 of this study).  405 
2.6 Determination of working fluid temperatures 406 
Convection and radiation within the PLVTD are driven by the overall temperature 407 
differential (ΔT12). Evaluation of Equations 10 to 19 requires knowledge of the absolute 408 
and relative temperatures of the evaporator surface (T1), condenser surface (T2), liquid 409 
in the working fluid reservoir (TL), evaporating liquid (TL1), condensate (TL2), and 410 
saturated vapour (TLv). The proposed one-dimensional model (refer to Figure 4) 411 
essentially assumes that these temperatures form a gradient T(d) across the depth of 412 
the PLVTD (0<d<x). The form of this temperature gradient is determined by the 413 
relative magnitudes of the thermal resistances (Re, Rec, Rc, Rw, Rs, RR, Rp, RL and Rv) 414 
which are in turn dependent upon the various properties of the working fluid (cp, hLv, 415 
k, mLv, ML, PLv, Pr, v, ϑ, ℳ, β, ρ, μ, and σ in liquid, gaseous and saturated states); 416 
plate surfaces and orientation (xp, y, z, θ, g, kp, ε1, ε2, nsf and Ksf); and materials 417 
forming the envelope and structure (x, zw, kw, ks, Ns and As). The temperature gradient 418 
can be expressed using Equation 20a in cases where T1 and T2 are both known, or 419 
using Equation 20b in cases where the heat flux (q12/A) and either of the driving 420 
temperatures is known (T1 is often unknown in CCBE, BIPV and BISTS applications). 421 
𝑇(𝑑) = 𝑇1, 𝑇2, 𝑑; {
𝑐𝑝,𝐿 , 𝑐𝑝,𝑣, ℎ𝐿𝑣 , 𝑘𝐿 , 𝑘𝑣 , 𝑚𝐿𝑣, 𝑀𝐿 , 𝑃𝐿𝑣 , 𝑃𝑟𝐿, 𝑃𝑟𝑣 , 𝑣𝐿 , 𝑣𝑣, 𝜗𝑣, ℳ, 𝛽𝐿 , 𝛽𝑣 , 𝜌𝐿 , 𝜌𝑣 , 𝜇𝐿 , 𝜎𝐿
𝑥𝑝, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝜃, 𝑔, 𝑘𝑝, 𝜀1, 𝜀2, 𝑛𝑠𝑓 , 𝑘𝑠𝑓
𝑥, 𝑧𝑤 , 𝑘𝑤 , 𝑘𝑆, 𝑁𝑆 , 𝐴𝑆
} Eq. 20a 422 
𝑇(𝑑) = 𝑞12, 𝑇2, 𝑑; {
𝑐𝑝,𝐿 , 𝑐𝑝,𝑣 , ℎ𝐿𝑣, 𝑘𝐿 , 𝑘𝑣 , 𝑚𝐿𝑣 , 𝑀𝐿, 𝑃𝐿𝑣 , 𝑃𝑟𝐿 , 𝑃𝑟𝑣, 𝑣𝐿 , 𝑣𝑣 , 𝜗𝑣 , ℳ, 𝛽𝐿 , 𝛽𝑣 , 𝜌𝐿 , 𝜌𝑣 , 𝜇𝐿 , 𝜎𝐿
𝑥𝑝, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝜃, 𝑔, 𝑘𝑝, 𝜀1, 𝜀2, 𝑛𝑠𝑓 , 𝑘𝑠𝑓
𝑥, 𝑧𝑤 , 𝑘𝑤, 𝑘𝑆, 𝑁𝑆 , 𝐴𝑆
} Eq. 20b 423 
During steady state forward mode operation, the temperature gradient is likely to be 424 
ordered such that T1>TL1>TL≈TLv>TL2>T2 and in reverse mode it will be ordered as 425 
T1<TL1<TL<TLv<T2. Coarse fluid temperature estimates can be made by interpolating 426 
between plate temperatures such that TL=TLv=T12=(T1+T2)/2 and TL1=(T1+TL)/2 and 427 
TL2=(T2+TL)/2. Whilst reasonably robust in cases where T12 is small, these 428 
interpolative fluid temperature estimates could generate significant errors in Re and Rc 429 
under high heat flux scenarios when T12 is large. A more detailed estimate of forward 430 
mode TLv can be made by considering the balance of energy and working fluid mass 431 
flows within the PLVTD as illustrated on Figure 5 and described by Equation 21 432 
(proposed by Pugsley, 2017) assuming that thermal power flow (q12) is conserved such 433 
that the input thermal power (qe causing evaporation) is the same as the thermal 434 
output power (qc released by condensation). Given that qe is transferred through Ue 435 
across T1-TLv for nucleate boiling and across T1-TL1 for free-surface evaporation, and 436 
that qc is transferred through Uc across TLv-T2 during condensation (as described by 437 
Equations 3, 11, 12, 15 and 19) it follows that TLv can be determined by iteration to 438 
satisfy Equation 22 (proposed by Pugsley, 2017). Ignoring minor differences in cp,L of 439 
working fluid flows, the steady state liquid temperature (TL) can be evaluated using 440 

































= 𝑈𝑐(𝑇𝐿𝑣 − 𝑇2) Equation 22 443 
𝑇𝐿 =
𝑇𝐿1 𝑀𝐿𝑒𝑆  + 𝑇𝐿2 𝑀𝐿𝑐𝑆
𝑀𝐿𝑒𝑆 + 𝑀𝐿𝑐𝑆
=
𝑇𝐿1 (𝑀𝐿𝑆𝑒 − [
𝑞𝑒
ℎ𝐿𝑣





      Equation 23 444 
 445 
 446 
Figure 5 – Working fluid temperatures, mass flows and energy flows 447 
 448 
 449 





























                    FINISH 
START 
Set initial estimate values for TLv and 
TL by interpolating T1 and T2 
Evaluate new value for TL calculated according to either: 
• TL = (T1 + TLv)/2 if the PLVTD has is Horizontal, or 
• Equation 22 if the PLVTD is Vertical or Tilted 
 
Find a more accurate 
estimate of TLv by 
iteration in the bounds 
T1<TLv<T2 in order to 





















3 Experimental validation 451 
3.1 Methodology and apparatus 452 
Experimental validation of the model for the case of a horizontal PLVTD was presented 453 
by Pugsley et al. (2019) using specially designed apparatus consisting of two parallel 454 
isothermal plates (Ap=0.15m2) with integral serpentine heat exchangers and external 455 
insulation. A hermetically sealed PLVTD cavity of variable depth was formed between 456 
the plates by inserting a sidewall spacer frame. Temperature difference between the 457 
plates was controlled by connecting each heat exchanger to a separate heating-cooling 458 
fluid circuit. Fluid flow and return temperatures were measured along with flow rates 459 
to enable determination of the delivered thermal power. Small amounts of heat loss 460 
from the PLVTD were quantified and corrected for by considering the difference in 461 
thermal power supplied to the heating plate and that recovered by the cooling plate. 462 
Plate and ambient temperatures were also measured to enable determination of 463 
forward and reverse mode thermal conductances as well as heat loss coefficients under 464 
various temperature difference and heat flux operating scenarios. Experiments 465 
featured in the present study were undertaken using a modified version (see Figure 7) 466 
of the apparatus which enabled the PLVTD to operate in a vertical orientation. This was 467 
facilitated by the addition of a falling-film evaporator wetting mechanism which 468 
consisted of linear nozzle fed with working fluid pumped from an external reservoir. 469 
The general arrangement of the apparatus, instrumentation and the experimental 470 
methodology was similar to that described by Pugsley et al. (2017 and 2019). Non-471 
condensable gases were removed from the PLVTD cavity using a vacuum pump before 472 
and after injection of the working fluid (deionised water). A brief summary description 473 
of the modified PLVTD and instrumentation is given below and in Table 4: 474 
Evaporator and condenser plates: Each constructed of 12mm thick 475 
aluminium with 6mm thick backing plates. Aluminium has high thermal 476 
conductivity enabling heat spreading to achieve broadly isothermal phase 477 
change heat transfer surfaces. Uniform heat addition/removal was achieved via 478 
serpentine flows of hot and cold water pumped through specially arranged 479 
parallel flow channels milled into the rear surface of each 12mm plate. The front 480 
surface of each plate featured a channel for an O-ring seal that formed the 481 
hermetic enclosure of the PLVTD. The evaporator and condenser plate area and 482 
thickness was selected so as to withstand implosion forces associated with 483 
vacuum pressures inside the PLVTD. 484 
• Cavity sidewall spacer frames: These were detachable and reconfigurable to 485 
facilitate investigation of different cavity depths. The results presented here 486 
relate to tests undertaken with a xw=22mm thick aluminium spacer. The 487 
intervening cavity was kept free from structural elements which might otherwise 488 
affect working fluid convection patterns and/or cause thermal bridging.  489 
• Evaporator wetter nozzle, working fluid reservoir, and pump: The wetter 490 
nozzle consisted of a 10mm thick aluminium plate with trunk-and-branch fluid 491 
flow distribution channels milled into its surface. This was bolted to the front 492 
surface of the evaporator plate (see Figure 7) and acted as a diffuser to 493 
distribute a film of working fluid liquid evenly across the evaporator plate 494 
surface. The working fluid reservoir contained a total fluid mass of mLv=0.25kg. 495 
Wetter nozzle fluid flow (MLSe≈0.01kg/s) was provided by a small electrically 496 
driven centrifugal pump drawing from the base of the reservoir (shown on 497 
Figure 7 with insulation omitted). Run-off flows from the evaporator (MLeS) and 498 
condenser (MLcS) returned to the reservoir under gravity through a hole in the 499 
base of the evaporator plate. 500 
  501 
Table 4 – Summary details of experimental apparatus and instrumentation 502 
Element Dimensions and measurement uncertainties Descriptions and notes 
Evaporator and 
condenser plates 
Whole PLVTD: y=0.50m, z=0.30m, A=0.15m2 
Free evaporator surface: dy=0.40m, dz=0.24m, A=0.106m2 
Free condenser surface: dy=0.44m, dz=0.24m, A=0.096m2 
Port holes diameter: 16mm (KF16 vacuum fitting) 
Heat transfer surfaces were bare aluminium 
(standard smooth, dull, mill finish) cleaned 
using isopropyl alcohol to remove any grease. 
Evaporator area was smaller than condenser 
area owing to the evaporator wetter nozzle. 
Vacuum port located at top of condenser 
plate. Reservoir port located at bottom of 
evaporator plate (refer to Figure 7).  
Serpentine heat 
exchangers 
Total length of fluid channel: 7m (each plate) 
Cross-section of fluid channel: 4mm x 4mm 
Flow & return ports: ½” BSP (at centre of plate) 
Fluid conduits for serpentine heat exchangers 
formed by milling a square section channel 
into the rear side of the heat transfer plate. 
Refer to Pugsley (2017) for details.  
Evaporator wetting 
mechanism 
Reservoir capacity: 0.8 Litre (max) 
Pump-to-nozzle connection: 550mm long, 6mm inner Ø 
Nozzle trunk channel: dx=8mm, dy=230mm, dz=6mm 
Nozzle branches: 12 channels each dx=2mm, dy=4mm, dz=6mm  
Nozzle aperture width: dx=0.5mm 
Nozzle aperture length: dy=230mm 
Volume flow rate: 0.6±0.1 Litre/second 
PLVTD working fluid stored in external 
reservoir formed from 100mm long ISO100 
vacuum fitting. Fluid flow driven by TCS 
M400M centrifugal pump. Nozzle formed from 
10mm thick aluminium plate with trunk-and-
branch fluid flow distribution channels milled 
into its surface. Refer to Pugsley (2017).  
Temperature 
sensors 
Number of thermocouples on each plate: 3 
Number of thermocouples at each flow & return port: 1 
Thermocouple specification: T-type (spot-welded tip) 
Temperature uncertainty each thermocouple: ±1.0°C 
Temperature uncertainty thermocouple pairs: ±0.3°C 
Sampling regime: Reading taken every 5 seconds, with average 
value recorded every 30 seconds 
The magnitude of uncertainty in absolute 
temperatures recorded for each thermocouple 
is primarily caused by the uncertainty 
associated with the DeltaT DL2e datalogger’s 
internal thermistor. Uncertainty associated 
with thermocouple pairs used for temperature 
difference measurements is therefore lower. 
Heating and cooling 
fluid circuits and 
flow rate sensors 
Flow rate uncertainty: ±9% in measured range 
Flow meter signal output: 2250 Pulse/Litre 
Sampling regime: Continuous pulse count with average value 
recorded every 30 seconds 
Flows through each serpentine heat 
exchanger were monitored using a Nixon OG1 
oval gear volumetric flow meter with active 
pulse output monitored by DeltaT DL2e 
datalogger. Flow rates were set by pump 
speed switch and manual ball valves. 
Vacuum pump and 
pressure sensor 
Pressure uncertainty (dry air at 2kPa): ±3% 
Pressure uncertainty (water vapour at 2kPa): ±20%  
Vacuum created by an Edwards XDS5 scroll 
pump which was isolated by gate value during 
tests. Pressure measured using a Druck 
DPI-104 diaphragm pressure gauge. 
3.2 Reverse mode performance 503 
Figure 8 shows the measured temperature, pressure and flow rate time history for the 504 
reverse mode tests on the vertical PLVTD with 22mm aluminium spacer. For continuity, 505 
results have been presented in a similar manner to those reported previously by 506 
Pugsley et al. (2019) for the horizontal PLVTD with 11mm nylon spacer. Average 507 
temperatures of the heating and cooling plates are denoted by THC and TCH respectively. 508 
Hot and cold supply temperatures are denoted by TH(HC) and TC(CH) respectively with 509 
corresponding return flow temperatures denoted by TC(HC) and TH(CH). The numbered 510 
labels show seven condenser plate temperature setpoints corresponding to 511 
approximately T2=25, 30, 35, 38, 41, 44, 47°C with evaporator plate temperatures 512 
being maintained ΔT12=20±5°C cooler. It proved difficult to control exact plate 513 
temperature setpoints as this required very fine manual adjustments to heating and 514 
cooling circuit flow control values (hence the noted ±5°C variability) but temperatures 515 
typically became very stable after allowing for initial 20-30 minute transients after 516 
each setpoint change. Measured pressures P(meas) increased with increasing 517 
temperature and correspond closely to estimated saturation pressures PLv(HCCH) which 518 
were determined from thermodynamic tables using the average operating temperature 519 
THCCH=(THC+TCH)/2 as a lookup variable. The supply temperatures and flow rates 520 
(MHC=MCH=0.3±0.05L/min, slight decrease with increasing temperature) of fluids 521 
controlling the plate temperatures were kept broadly constant throughout the tests by 522 
Julabo FM33A automatically controlled heating-cooling circulators. Figure 9 shows the 523 
derived thermal powers and conductances corresponding to the raw data presented on 524 
Figure 8. Steady state thermal power of qHC=-qCH=35±8 W was maintained during 525 
each measurement subsequent to each setpoint change transient. Corresponding 526 
steady state reverse mode thermal conductances for the PLVTD with 22mm aluminium 527 
spacer were consistently Ur=12 W·m-2K-1, increasing slightly with increasing 528 
temperature. As indicated on Figure 10, these results are consistent with the 529 
theoretical model and, as expected, are slightly higher than those achieved for the 530 
horizontal PLVTD with 11mm nylon spacer (Pugsley et al., 2019). Interrogation of the 531 
model suggest that this is primarily due to increased conduction through the sidewalls 532 
(Uw=10.7 W·m-2K-1 for 22mm aluminium spacer with rubber O-ring seals compared to 533 
Uw=6.7 W·m-2K-1 for the 11mm nylon spacer). Gaseous conduction through the vapour 534 
also has an influence on overall performance (Uv=0.9 W·m-2K-1 for 22mm vertical 535 
cavity compared to Uv=1.8 W·m-2K-1 for the 11mm horizontal cavity). Vapour 536 
convection appears to have a very minimal role except at the highest temperatures in 537 
the vertical case. Measured results are broadly consistent with the modelled 538 
phenomenon of radiant heat transfer being greater for horizontal PLVTDs 539 
(UR=1.1 W·m-2K-1) than for vertical PLVTDs (UR=0.6 W·m-2K-1). This occurs because 540 
dry metal surfaces (vertical evaporator plate, wetter pump inactive in reverse mode) 541 
have lower emissivity than wet surfaces (evaporator plate is permanently wet in a 542 
horizontal PLVTD).   543 
  
Wetter nozzle fixed on to evaporation surface, viewed  
with cavity sidewalls and condenser plate removed 
Reservoir assembly, pump and insulation  
on rear face of evaporator plate 
Key to annotations 
Working fluid reservoir:  
a(i) Working fluid reservoir main body (100 mm long ISO100 full nipple stainless steel vacuum fitting) 
a(ii) Pump manifold (ISO100 stainless steel blank flange)  
a(iii) ISO100/KF40 reducer flange 
a(iv) Clamps 
a(v) Seal (Viton o-ring) 
Evaporator plate and wetter nozzle: 
b(i) Evaporator plate front surface 
b(ii) Evaporator wetter nozzle 
b(iii) KF40/16 reducing T-piece with blank flange at one end, Viton o-rings and clamps. 
b(iv) Working fluid return hole 
b(v) Thermal insulation (50 mm blue Styrofoam) 
Fluid pumping and measurement: 
c(i) Centrifugal manifold mount micro pump TCS model M400M 
c(ii) 6 mm internal diameter nylon tube 
c(iii) 0-24V DC power supply 
TL Thermocouple for measuring working fluid liquid reservoir temperature 



















Figure 8 – Time history of measured temperatures, pressures and flow rates during reverse mode test 546 
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 550 
Figure 10 – Reverse mode performance of 22 mm aluminium spacer vertical PLVTD 551 
 552 
3.3 Forward mode performance 553 
Tests were undertaken to determine how forward mode thermal conductance varies 554 
with driving heat flux (qHC/Ap by varying plate-to-plate temperature difference ΔT12) 555 
and operating temperature (by varying condenser plate temperature T2). As noted in 556 
Section 3.2, it was very difficult to establish exact plate temperature setpoints, but 557 
temperatures typically remained steady after each initial stabilisation transient. Results 558 
on Figure 11 show behaviour for constant T2=33±4°C with setpoint steps in the range 559 
0.5<ΔT12<8°C to achieve 216<qHC/Ap<4913 W·m-2. Reliable measurements at lower 560 
heat fluxes were not possible owing to limitations of temperature measurement 561 
accuracy (discussed further in Section 3.4). Steady state forward mode thermal 562 
conductance remained broadly constant at Uf≈400 W·m-2K-1 for heat fluxes in the 563 
primary range of interest for CCBE and ICSSWH applications (0.5<ΔT12<2.5°C 564 
corresponding to qHC/Ap<1000 W·m-2). At ΔT12≈5.3°C (qHC/Ap≈3000 W·m-2) the 565 
measured result of Uf≈560 W·m-2K-1 corresponds to a 40% increase per of trebling of 566 
heat flux. This effect is broadly consistent with the model which suggests that 567 
increasing plate-to-plate temperature difference increases convection driving forces 568 

























































Condenser temperature (T2, °C)
Measured: Vertical PLVTD (22mm aluminium spacer)
Model: Vertical PLVTD (22mm aluminium spacer)
Model error
Reference: Horizontal PLVTD (11mm nylon spacer)
resistance (Rec) to cause overall thermal conductance to increase (refer to Figure 15). 570 
Results on Figure 12 show behaviour for constant ΔT12=4.5±1.5°C (corresponding to 571 
qHC/Ap≈2000 W·m-2) and stepped condenser temperature setpoints (13<T2<57°C). 572 
Steady state forward mode thermal conductance increased proportionally with 573 
condenser plate temperature from Uf≈175 W·m-2K-1 at T2≈15°C up to Uf≈720 W·m-2K-1 574 
at T2≈45°C, an increase of about 4-5% per degree. The model suggests this trend is 575 
primarily due to decreased vapour mass flow resistance (Rec) caused by working fluid 576 
viscosity decreasing with increasing temperature (refer to Figure 16). The highest 577 
recorded performance was Uf≈1200 W·m-2K-1 at T2≈55°C with ΔT12≈2.2°C 578 
corresponding to qHC/Ap≈2800 W·m-2.  579 
  580 































































Figure 12 – Forward mode performance of 22 mm aluminium spacer vertical PLVTD (varying condenser temperature) 583 
 584 
3.4 Uncertainty and validity 585 
As indicated by the error bars on Figures 10, 11 and 12, measurement uncertainty in 586 
the derived thermal conductance results is typically ±25%. This uncertainty is primarily 587 
a manifestation of temperature measurement uncertainties (±0.3°C for ΔT between 588 
any two thermocouples, see Table 4) which propagate into derived results. Uncertainty 589 
becomes more significant for scenarios involving small plate-to-plate (ΔT12<1°C) or 590 
flow-to-return (ΔTHC<2°C) temperature differences. Whilst this is clearly significant in 591 
the context of individual results, the overall trends apparent in the data are considered 592 
robust owing to the relatively large number of data points and repeated tests 593 
undertaken. A thorough discussion and explanation concerning the treatment of 594 
uncertainty is presented by Pugsley et al. (2017 and 2019).  595 
Comparison of measured and modelled data indicates that the reverse mode model is 596 
a good predictor, with average model error being only -8%. This represents a slight 597 




































































temperature (as apparent on Figure 10) is thought to be related to sidewall effects 599 
upon vapour convection (refer to Corcione, 2003) which are not accounted for in the 600 
model. The forward mode model appears to be a less accurate predictor (average 601 
modelling error -24%) but the anticipated behavioural trends are very clearly apparent 602 
in the experimental data. One possible explanation for the “apparent” modelling error 603 
could be that the model is actually correct, but that the measured forward mode 604 
thermal conductances suffer from a +24% bias error. This explanation is consistent 605 
with the estimated ±25% uncertainty for measured thermal conductances and could 606 
feasibly occur if plate temperature measurement uncertainties manifest as biases 607 
which cause true T12 values to be underestimated. Another possible explanation is 608 
that the vapour convection calculations become inaccurate during the laminar-to-609 
turbulent transition (Ra≈106). Results on Figure 12 suggest that the model predicts 610 
reasonably accurately at the lowest and highest condenser temperature setpoints 611 
where the vapour convection Nusselt numbers are calculated using Equation 15q (low 612 
temperatures corresponding to Ra<105) and Equation 15s (high temperatures 613 
corresponding to Ra>108) respectively, but consistently underpredicts for mid-range 614 
temperature setpoints (in the transition region where Equation 15r applies). Evidence 615 
that the model predicts accurately for laminar vapour convection cases (Ra<105 for all 616 
datapoints on Figure 10) but consistently underpredicts for turbulent transition vapour 617 
convection cases (Ra>106 for all datapoints on Figure 12) supports this explanation 618 
and suggests that further refinement of Equation 15r should be sought. 619 
Experimental work to date has focussed on validating the proposed model for the cases 620 
of horizontally (Pugsley et al., 2019) and vertically (the present study) oriented PLVTDs 621 
with all non-condensable gases removed. The validity of the model in respect of tilted 622 
orientations will need to be examined as part of further experimental work. Likewise, 623 
further work to augment early experimental validation (reported by Pugsley, 2017) is 624 
required in respect of the proposed model variant (refer to Appendix A) which accounts 625 
for non-condensable gases.   626 
4 Parametric design considerations 627 
The theoretical model can be used to examine the effect of key PLVTD design 628 
parameters to develop an optimised design for CCBE and ICSSWH applications. 629 
Figure 13 shows how reverse mode thermal conductance (Uv) of water vapour is 630 
dependent upon the cavity depth (x) for various aspect ratios (z/x) and orientations 631 
() under nominal assumed operating conditions (T1=10C and T2=60C). Calculations 632 
consider plate-to-plate cavity depths in the range 10 ≤ x ≤ 200 mm and plate height 633 
dimensions of 200<z<4000 mm. The =180 horizontal PLVTD offers the lowest (best) 634 
vapour convection thermal conductance because the heat source is at the top of the 635 
cavity and the resulting vapour stratification prevents convection (gaseous conduction 636 
only). Conversely, the =0 horizontal orientation promotes convection and results in 637 
the highest (worst) thermal conductances. Vertical and tilted PLVTDs yield 638 
conductances in the range between these extremes with high aspect ratios (z/x>12) 639 
and high tilt angles (>45) giving the best reverse mode performances. Cavity depths 640 
in the range 30<x<200 mm result in Uv<0.7 W·m-2K-1 for all orientations, irrespective 641 
of aspect ratio and heat transfer occurs via gaseous conduction only for plate-to-plate 642 
cavity depths of x<40 mm (irrespective of  or z/x). Cavity depth of x≈50 mm yields 643 
optimal effective reverse mode thermal conductivity (k=U∙x) for tilted PLVTDs whereas 644 
x≈75 mm is more suitable for high aspect ratio vertical PLVTDs (z/x>12).  645 
  646 
 647 
Figure 13 – Dependence of reverse mode water vapour thermal conductance on orientation and dimensions 648 



















































Tilted 30 degrees (z/x=20)
Tilted 45 degrees (z/x=20)





Figure 14 – Forward mode thermal conductances in PLVTDs with different orientations and dimensions (Upper graph: T2=15°C at 654 
ΔT12=5°C, Lower graph: T2=60°C at ΔT12=1°C) 655 
 656 































Vertical 2<z/x<9 and 0.1<y/z<10 Vertical 9<z/x<40 and 0.1<y/z<10
Tilted 30 z/x=20, y/z=1 Tilted 30 z/x=8, y/z=1
Tilted 45 z/x=20, y/z=1 Tilted 45 z/x=8, y/z=1
Tilted 60 z/x=20, y/z=1 Tilted 60 z/x=8, y/z=1





































Cavity depth (x, m)
Region DRegion C
Figure 14 shows how overall forward mode thermal conductance (Uf) is dependent 658 
upon cavity depth (10<x<200 mm) for horizontal, tilted, squat vertical, and slender 659 
vertical PLVTDs (200< y & z <4000 mm). The upper graph describes operation with 660 
T2=15°C condenser plate and heat fluxes corresponding to 500<q/A<2500 W·m-2 in 661 
Region “A” and 750<q/A<4000 W·m-2 in Region “B” whereas the lower graph (Regions 662 
“C” and “D”) describe operation at T2=60°C and 250<q/A<2000 W·m-2. Calculations 663 
assume water as working fluid (mLv/yz=1 kg/m2) distributed evenly across the 664 
evaporator surface at a flow rate of ML/y=0.1 kg·m-1 s-1 with all non-condensable gases 665 
removed. Cross-checking against Figures 11 and 12 confirms that the modelling 666 
predictions for a vertical PLVTD with x=22mm and z/x=20 are broadly consistent with 667 
the experimental results. The following can be concluded from Figure 14: 668 
• Vertical PLVTDs generally achieve higher (better) forward mode thermal 669 
conductances than PLVTDs in horizontal and (most) tilted orientations. 670 
• Conductance decreases with increasing cavity depth for horizontal PLVTDs and 671 
for vertical/tilted PLVTDs within Regions “A” & “D” but increases with increasing 672 
cavity depth for vertical/tilted PLVTDs within Regions “B” & “C”. 673 
• Vertical and tilted PLVTDs generally achieve maximum conductance when 674 
combined with relatively tall plates (z/x>9) giving the PLVTD a “slender” form, 675 
although “squat forms” tend to perform better within Region “A” (conditions with 676 
low temperatures and low heat fluxes).  677 
These conclusions suggest that PLVTD dimensions can be optimised to suit expected 678 
operating conditions. Forward mode thermal conductances of Uf>100 W·m-2K-1 appear 679 
achievable irrespective of orientation or operating condition and with little regard to 680 
optimising dimensions. It appears possible to achieve Uf>500 W·m-2K-1 for 681 
vertical/tilted PLVTDs across the temperature range by designing them with x=150mm 682 
cavities and slender aspect ratios (z/x≈20). If the cavity of a vertical PLVTD is set at 683 
75mm (optimal for reverse mode performance, as per Figure 13) and aspect ratio is 684 
set at z/x=20 then forward mode conductances of 400<Uf<1600 W·m-2K-1 can be 685 
expected for 15<T2<60°C and 1500<q/A<2000 W·m-2 operating conditions. 686 
Figures 15 and 16 illustrate how forward mode thermal conductance (overall Uf and 687 
individual components Ue, Uec and Uc) of a PLVTD of dimensions x=75mm, y=750mm 688 
and z=1500mm constructed of 1mm stainless plates and sidewalls with internal 689 
supporting structure formed of stainless steel tubular struts spaced at dss=0.075m 690 
centres, would be expected to vary with heat flux and temperature. Figure 17 shows 691 
calculated temperature and heat flux dependence of the overall reverse mode thermal 692 
conductance of the same device. Results suggest that reverse mode conductances of 693 
1.7<Ur<2.5 W·m-2K-1 can be expected for average operating temperatures of 694 
5<T12<50°C (corresponding to 15<T2<60°C when ΔT12=20°C) which implies diodicity 695 
of >99% across the temperature range.  696 
 697 
Figure 15 – Dependence of forward mode thermal conductance upon plate-to-plate temperature difference (for x = 0.075, y = 0.75, z = 1.5m 698 







































Plate-to-plate temperature difference (ΔT12, °C)
Overall Uf (vertical) Overall Uf (Horizontal)
Evaporation Ue (Vertical) Evaporation Ue (Horizontal)
Vapour mass transfer Uec (Vertical) Vapour mass transfer Uec (Horizontal)
Condensation Uc (Vertical) Condensation Uc (Horizontal)
 700 
Figure 16 – Dependence of forward mode thermal conductance upon condenser temperature (for x = 0.075, y = 0.75, z = 1.5m stainless steel 701 
PLVTD at fixed ΔT12 = 1.5°C plate-to-plate temperature difference) 702 
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Condenser temperature (T2, °C)
Overall Uf (Vertical) Overall Uf (Horizontal)
Evaporation Ue (Vertical) Evaporation Ue (Horizontal)
Vapour mass transfer Uec (Vertical) Vapour mass transfer Uec (Horizontal)































Average operating temperature (T12, C)





Tilt 45 degrees (z/x=10), deltaT=20C
Tilt 45 degrees (z/x=10), deltaT=40C
Tilted 45 degrees (z/x=20), deltaT=20C
Tilted 45 degrees (z/x=20), deltaT=40C
Overall heat transfer would be up to
0.7W·m-2K-1 higher for designs featuring one
permanently wetted plate or 0.8W·m-2K-1 lower
if both plates were highly polished and kept dry.
5 Realisation and testing of the large-scale prototype 705 
A large-scale prototype PLVTD (x=70mm, y=700mm and z=1400mm) was designed, 706 
fabricated and tested as an integral part of a novel PVT-PLVTD-ICSSWH hybrid solar 707 
collector. Pugsley et al. (2016 & 2017) and by Smyth (2019) describe the device and 708 
present results of initial tests focused on characterization of the solar energy collection 709 
behaviour. Two further papers are currently under peer-review for anticipated 710 
publication in Solar Energy journal. The present paper provides detailed analysis 711 
concerning the forward and reverse mode behaviour of the PLVTD component. 712 
5.1 Description of the prototype 713 
The prototype PVT-PLVTD-ICSSWH (see Figure 18) consisted of: 1) Removable 714 
Transparent acrylic cover to minimise solar absorber heat loss; 2) Solar absorber 715 
formed of quartered crystalline silicon photovoltaic cells covered by 2mm transparent 716 
acrylic pieces bonded to the matt black painted PLVTD evaporator plate using 717 
transparent silicone resin; 3) Stainless steel PLVTD constructed of 0.9mm plates and 718 
sidewalls with tubular internal support struts and a falling film evaporator; 4) Hot water 719 
storage tank (100L capacity) formed of a 4-sided rectangular box welded to the PLVTD 720 
condenser plate and insulated externally with polystyrene foam (150mm thick). 721 
Further details of the PLVTD are shown on Figure 19 including the evaporator wetting 722 
mechanism and the arrangement of the thermal break incorporated to separate the 723 
working fluid reservoir from the condenser plate (to reduce unwanted heat transfer 724 
through RL,V). The evaporator wetting system consisted of a small manifold-mount 725 
centrifugal pump fitted to the base of the reservoir with a stainless steel pipe supplying 726 
working fluid (ML/y=0.08 kg·m-1 s-1 flow rate) to a linear distribution nozzle (of similar 727 
to that described in Table 4) located at the head of the evaporator plate. The internal 728 
supporting structure of the PLVTD consisted of Ns=190 tubular struts each (x=70mm 729 
long, ds=8mm diameter and dsw=0.9mm wall thickness) spaced dss=70mm from one 730 
another and dsxy=dsxz=35mm from sidewalls. After repairing minor envelope vacuum 731 
leaks at welded joints, the PLVTD enclosure was evacuated to 0.01 kPa, which removed 732 
non-condensable gases and enabled injection of mLv=0.9kg working fluid through an 733 
arrangement of valves. Photographs showing the fabrication and initial testing of the 734 
PLVTD and water tank are shown in Figure 20. 735 
 736 
 737 
Figure 18 – Key components of the PVT-PLVTD-ICS solar collector prototype 738 
 739 
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 741 













1) Absorber-Evaporator plate (12 thermocouples bonded to front surface to measure temperature T1) 
2) Condenser-tank plate (12 thermocouples bonded to rear surface to measure temperature T2) 
3) Water storage tank back, sides and base (5 submerged thermocouples measuring T3) 
4) Sidewalls forming the top, bottom and sides of the PLVTD envelope 
5) Array of tubular struts forming internal structure 
6) Evaporator wetter distributer and diffuser nozzle 
7) Spigot for vacuum pump connection and working fluid injection 
8) Evaporator wetter pump mounting plate 
9) Working fluid reservoir with thermal break separating from condenser plate (3 thermocouples bonded to base to measure TL)   
10) Insulation around tank and sides of PLVTD (omitted from illustration for clarity) 
 
   
Figure 20 – Photographs of steelwork fabrication (a); leak testing (b); prototype complete with PV/T absorber surface and insulation (c) 743 
 744 
5.2 Experimental methodology 745 
The experimental methodology largely follows the precedents set by Smyth et al. 746 
(2015b & 2019) whereby the PVT-PLVTD-ICSSWH prototype is exposed to constant 747 
vertical plane solar irradiance for 6 hours to simulate a daytime solar heat collection 748 
period and is then left to cool overnight for 18 hours. Details of the experimental 749 
procedure are described thoroughly by Pugsley et al. (2016 and 2017). The prototype 750 
was fitted with 50 thermocouples (details as per Table 4, locations as per Figure 19) 751 
to enable spatial temperature variations throughout the various components to be 752 
monitored. Approximately half of the thermocouples were bonded to the outer surfaces 753 
of the PLVTD to measure evaporator and condenser plate temperatures (T1 and T2) 754 
and the working fluid liquid temperature (TL). These thermocouples were covered by 755 
foam strips to shield them from unintended influences such as incident solar radiation 756 
on T1 and direct contact with convecting water at T2. Most of the remaining 757 
thermocouples were submerged in the water tank to measure the thermal store 758 
temperature (T3) or distributed around the prototype to measure local ambient 759 
temperatures (Ta). All thermocouples were connected to a datalogger (Delta-T devices 760 
DL2e) which was configured to monitor continuously and record average temperatures 761 
at 5 minute intervals. Initial tests were undertaken to determine thermal conductance 762 
of the insulated water storage tank and PLVTD sidewalls by covering the evaporator 763 
plate with 300mm of insulation, filling the tank with water at 70°C, and measuring the 764 
time taken to cool to Ta=23°C room temperature. Measurement results suggested 765 
residual heat loss of U3a=1.1W·m-2·K-1 over an area of A3a=2.3m2 decreasing with time 766 
to U3a=0.6W·m-2·K-1 as the tank temperature reduced towards ambient. After removing 767 
the 300mm insulation, the prototype was then positioned in front of a large vertically 768 
oriented solar simulator (Zacharopoulos et al., 2009) and measurements of solar 769 
irradiance across the absorber-evaporator plate were made for several different light 770 
source setpoints (G=870, 610 and 370W·m-2 with ±10% uniformity over the whole 771 
surface) using a calibrated pyranometer (Kipp & Zonen CM4). Multiday tests were then 772 
undertaken with the prototype exposed to each irradiance setpoint for several 773 
consecutive days. One multiday test (see time history on Figure 24) was undertaken 774 
with the transparent cover in place but the majority (Figures 21 to 23) were undertaken 775 
with it removed. The storage tank temperature (T3) change with time (t) was used to 776 
calculate the instantaneous thermal power (q3) and hence the instantaneous heat flux 777 
through the thermal diode (q12/Ap according to Equation 24) allowing for PLVTD surface 778 
area (Ap=0.98m2), specific heat capacity of water (cp=4180 J·kg-1·K-1) and the mass 779 









        Equation 24 781 
 782 
 783 
Figure 21 – Temperature and heat flux time history results for tests under high irradiance without absorber transparent cover 784 
 785 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 23 – Temperature and heat flux time history results for tests under low irradiance without absorber transparent cover 788 
 789 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.3 Results  791 
The PLVTD’s diodic behaviour is evident on Figures 21 to 24. Forward mode occurs 792 
when the prototype is exposed to irradiance (G) which causes the absorber-evaporator 793 
plate temperature (T1) to rise and for heat flux (50<q12/Ap<600 W·m-2) to be 794 
transmitted to the condenser-tank plate (T2) across the plate-to-plate temperature 795 
difference (3<ΔT12<30°C) causing a steady increase in water storage tank 796 
temperature (T3). Reverse mode occurs when irradiance ceases (G=0) causing the 797 
absorber-evaporator plate temperature to fall below that of the condenser-tank plate 798 
(5<-ΔT12<25°C) and for a steady heat loss flux (15<-q12/Ap<60 W·m-2) to develop 799 
causing a steady decrease in T3. Distinct transients are apparent on Figures 21, 22 and 800 
24 (medium and high irradiance tests) during forward-to-reverse mode switching 801 
which causes temporarily high heat loss fluxes (up to -q12/Ap≈150W·m-2) to occur 802 
immediately following each solar simulator switch-off event. These transients are 803 
caused by unwanted reverse mode latent heat transfer which occurs when residual 804 
liquid on the condenser-tank plate flashes off causing vapour to flow across the cavity 805 
and condense on the absorber-evaporator plate. The phenomenon is typically 806 
sustained for about half an hour at a steadily decreasing rate until the condenser-tank 807 
plate eventually becomes dry causing latent heat transfer to cease. 808 
  809 
 810 
 
T3 = 26°C 
(corresponding tank temperature) 
 
T3 = 33°C 
 
 
T3 = 40°C 
 
Absorber-evaporator colour 
temperature scale (T1, °C)
 
Yellow indicates non-wetted areas of the evaporator corresponding to ΔT12(dry) ≈ 40°C 
Blue indicates wetted areas of the evaporator corresponding to ΔT12(wet) ≈ 10°C 
   
Absorber-evaporator colour 
temperature scale (T1, °C) 
 
T3 = 51°C 
(corresponding tank temperature) 
T3 = 56°C T3 = 61°C  
Red indicates non-wetted areas of the evaporator corresponding to ΔT12(dry) ≈ 25°C 
Yellow indicates wetted areas of the evaporator corresponding to ΔT12(wet) ≈ 2°C 
Figure 25 – Infrared thermographic images of the absorber-evaporator plate during high irradiance tests 811 
 812 
A thermographic camera (Testo 875-1i) was used to evaluate absorber-evaporator 813 
plate temperature uniformity (see Figure 25) with the primary aim of ascertaining the 814 
effectiveness of the evaporator wetting mechanism. During forward mode operation, 815 
dry areas of the evaporator will be much hotter than the wetted areas owing to lack of 816 
latent heat removal. Image analysis using specialist software (Testo SuperResolution) 817 
enabled wetted proportions of the evaporator (A%wet) to be estimated. Only ~10% 818 
appears to be fully wetted at low temperatures (T3≈15°C) but this increases to ~75% 819 
at T3≈45°C, seemingly due to improved spreading/adhesion to the evaporator surface 820 
as fluid viscosity and surface tension reduce with increasing temperature. Evaporator 821 






seemingly caused by evaporator wetter pump malfunction (audible noise and reduced 823 
current draw). Possible reasons for the malfunction include cavitation (fluid vapourising 824 
on the pump impeller) and lack of liquid in the working fluid reservoir (more fluid exists 825 
as vapour when operating at high temperatures). Detailed inspection of >100 826 
thermographic images (Pugsley, 2017) suggests that the degree of apparent 827 
evaporator wetting correlates reasonably well with the condenser temperature 828 
according to the relation 𝐴%𝑤𝑒𝑡 ≈ −0.086(T2)
2  +  7.2(T2) –  80 (valid for 15<T2<65). 829 
Wetted region temperatures (Figure 25) typically correspond to minimum absorber-830 
evaporator plate temperatures recorded by the datalogged thermocouples (T1(min) on 831 
Figures 21-24). Reverse mode thermal conductances (Ur) are presented on Figure 26 832 
with reference to average PLVTD operating temperature T12=(T1(avg)+T2)/2. Reported 833 
results are raw datapoints calculated using Equations 1 and 23 with plate-to-plate 834 
temperature difference derived from plate spatial averages (ΔT12=T1(avg)-T2). Measured 835 
results for quasi-steady state conditions (typically Ur≈1.6W·m-2K-1 at low temperatures 836 
increasing to Ur≈1.9W·m-2K-1 at high temperatures) are very similar to model 837 
predictions (1.7<Ur<2.5 W·m-2K-1 on Figure 17). Forward-to-reverse mode switching 838 
transients caused by the abrupt loss of input heat flux associated with solar simulator 839 
switch-off are clearly apparent on Figure 26 as vertical steaks with magnitudes in the 840 
range 0.5<Ur<278W·m-2K-1 which have been excluded from the quasi-steady state 841 
dataset. These transients illustrate the PLVTD’s forward-to-reverse mode switching 842 
behaviour whereby the flashing of residual condensate temporarily causes unwanted 843 
latent heat transfer in the reverse direction until condenser dry-out occurs and reverse 844 
mode heat transfer behaviour reaches the quasi-steady state (typically after a period 845 
of between 30 and 90 minutes). 846 
 847 
 848 
Figure 26 – Thermal conductances across the PLVTD in reverse mode 849 
 850 
Forward mode thermal conductance measurement results (Uf) are presented on 851 
Figure 27 and compared to four example predictions from the model (red datapoints 852 
which corresponding directly to red datapoints highlighted on Figures 15 & 16). 853 
Measured thermal conductances would have ideally been derived according to 854 
Equations 1 and 24 based on the measured thermal power flowing through the PLVTD 855 
(q12), the average plate-to-plate temperature difference (ΔT12=T1-T2), and the overall 856 
PLVTD plate area (Ap), as was the case for the reverse mode results reported on 857 
Figure 26. However, owing to aforementioned issues concerning non-uniform 858 
evaporator wetting, the forward mode results reported on Figure 27 have been 859 
calculated based on the minimum plate-to-plate temperature difference 860 
ΔT12(min)=T1(min)-T2 and the estimated heat transfer area Ap·A%wet (estimated using the 861 
𝐴%𝑤𝑒𝑡 ≈ −0.086(T2)
2  +  7.2(T2) –  80 relation determined from the thermographic 862 
analysis) to enable non-wetted parts of the evaporator to effectively be ignored.  Owing 863 































Average operating temperature (T12, C)
Reverse mode (transient after switching from forward mode)
Reverse mode (quasi-steady state)
to significant scatter in the dataset, and the inherent limited ability to exert 864 
independent control over PLVTD heat flux and plate temperatures during solar 865 
simulator tests, thermal conductances have been reported as group average values 866 
calculated by sorting the dataset into q12/Ap±50W·m-2 and T2±3°C bins (as denoted by 867 
the horizontal bars on Figure 27) enabling trends to be identified. 868 
 869 
 870 



























































prevail at high 
temperatures and 
high heat fluxes
Measured Uf for Ap·A%wet @ 50<q/Ap,f <150 Wm
-2
Measur  Uf for Ap·A%wet @ 150<q/Ap,f <250 Wm
-2
Measur  Uf for Ap·A%wet @ 250<q/Ap,f <350 Wm
-2
Measur  Uf for Ap·A%wet @ 350<q/Ap,f <450 Wm
-2
Measur  Uf for Ap·A%wet @ 450<q/Ap,f <550 Wm
-2
Modelle  scenarios (see Figures 15 & 16)
Thermal conductances increase from Uf≈50 W·m-2K-1 at low temperatures and low heat 872 
fluxes up to Uf≈900 W·m-2K-1 at the highest reliably measurable temperatures and heat 873 
fluxes. Results for T2>55°C at q12/Ap>200W·m-2, T2>50°C at q12/Ap>300W·m-2, 874 
T2>35°C at q12/Ap>400W·m-2, and almost all data for q12/Ap>500W·m-2 were affected 875 
by evaporator dry-out and are therefore excluded from calculated trends. Comparison 876 
with the four modelled datapoints indicates good correspondence at T2=45°C for 877 
q12/Ap=350W/m2, T2=25°C for q12/Ap=400W/m2 and T2=25°C for q12/Ap=210W/m2 but 878 
suggests the prototype performs worse than expected at T2=45°C for 879 
q12/Ap=100W/m2. The model suggests that performance at low temperatures and low 880 
heat fluxes is determined primarily by vapour mass flow dynamics (thermal resistance 881 
Rec) which may have been adversely affected by evaporator plate temperature non-882 
uniformities (see Figure 25). It must be remembered that results reported on Figure 27 883 
represent thermal conductances associated with wetted areas of the evaporator only. 884 
Calculated true overall forward mode performances evaluated for the whole PLVTD 885 
plate area (Ap, inclusive of non-wetted parts of the evaporator) typically ranged from 886 
Uf ≈ 10W·m-2K-1 at low temperatures up to Uf ≈ 85W·m-2K-1 at high temperatures as 887 
reported by Pugsley et al. (2016 and 2017).  888 
Trends exhibited by the measured thermal conductances are summarised on Figure 28 889 
along with the corresponding diodicities (calculated according to Equation 2). Maximum 890 
diodicity occurs at the highest condenser temperatures (=99.9% at T2=60°C) where 891 
it is largely independent of heat flux. Diodicity is reduced at lower temperatures and 892 
exhibits strong dependency upon the forward mode heat flux such that relatively high 893 
diodicity (=99.5% at T2=20°C) is maintained at q/A≈400 W·m-2 but this is 894 
significantly reduced (=88.2% at T2=20°C) at q/A≈100 W·m-2. The suggested targets 895 
of >97% for CCBE applications and >99% for BISTS/BIPV applications (refer to 896 
Section 2.2) appear to be achievable provided that the intended heating temperature 897 
is high enough (T2>25°C for CCBE and T2>40°C for BISTS) and available heat flux is 898 
q/A>250 W·m-2, as would typically be the case. The aforementioned diodicities were 899 
calculated with reference to the forward mode thermal conductances for wetted areas 900 
of the evaporator only in order to represent what would occur in a PLVTD with uniform 901 
evaporator wetting. Calculated diodicites are notably lower (=72.5% at T2=20°C, 902 
rising to =95.7% at T2=60°C) when non-wetted parts of the evaporator are accounted 903 
for, which highlights the importance of ensuring uniform evaporator wetting.  904 
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Condenser temperature (T2, °C)
Uf trend Ap·A%wet @  50<q/Ap,f <150 Wm
-2
Uf trend Ap·A%wet @ 150<q/Ap,f <250 Wm
-2
Uf trend Ap·A%wet @ 250<q/Ap,f <350 Wm
-2
Uf trend Ap·A%wet @ 450<q/Ap,f <550 Wm
-2
Uf trend for whole Ap @ 50<q/Ap,f <550 Wm
-2
Ur trend for whole Ap @ 15<
-q/Ap,r <60 Wm
-2
ς (Ap·A%wet)  50<q/Ap,f <150 Wm
-2 with 15< -q/Ap,r <60 Wm
-2
ς (Ap·A%wet) 150<q/Ap,f <250 Wm
-2 with 15< -q/Ap,r <60 Wm
-2
ς (Ap·A%wet) 250<q/Ap,f <350 Wm
-2 with 15< -q/Ap,r <60 Wm
-2
ς (Ap·A%wet) 450<q/Ap,f <550 Wm
-2 with 15< -q/Ap,r <60 Wm
-2
ς (whole Ap) 50<q/Ap,f <550 Wm
-2 with 15< -q/Ap,r <60 Wm
-2
5.4 Future improvements 909 
Future PLVTD design development could investigate the use of superhydrophillic 910 
evaporator surfaces (Boreyko and Chen, 2013) or capillary wicks (Souliotis et al., 911 
2011; Muhumuza et al., 2019), together with nozzle design and flow rate optimization 912 
to improve wetting uniformity. The large stainless steel PLVTD suffered more problems 913 
with wetting uniformity than the initial smaller aluminium prototype, partly because 914 
the wetter nozzle was difficult to fabricate accurately at a larger size (aperture width 915 
varied along the length and was wider than intended in several places) but also perhaps 916 
due to differing evaporator surface hydrophillicities. Preliminary investigations on 917 
evaporator wetter flow rates reported by Pugsley (2017) suggested that doubling ML/y 918 
from 0.08 to 0.16 kg·m-1 s-1 more than doubled Uf in a stainless steel PLVTD with poor 919 
wetting uniformity, and likewise, halving to ML/y=0.04 kg·m-1 s-1 reduced Uf by ~50%. 920 
The effect was less significant for the PLVTD with a uniformly wetted aluminium 921 
evaporator where varying flow rate in the range 0.03<ML/y<0.07kg·m-1 s-1 influenced 922 
Uf by only ±25% relative to the ML/y=0.05kg·m-1 s-1 baseline. It may be possible to 923 
eliminate the need for a wetter pump (and its associated parasitic power needs) by 924 
employing a suitable capillary wick, thereby making the vertical PLVTD an entirely 925 
passive device akin to the horizontal PLVTD investigated Pugsley et al. (2019). A 926 
suitable wick would need to achieve capillary lift across the full height of the evaporator 927 
at a flow rate sufficient to prevent dry-out. This may necessitate reduction of 928 
evaporator plate height (z) which would also affect PLVTD aspect ratios. The model 929 
suggests that increasing cavity depth (x) improves reverse mode performance by 930 
increasing thermal resistances Rv, Rw and Rs whilst also improving forward mode 931 
performance by decreasing Rec. However, reducing aspect ratio (z/x) to make the 932 
PLVTD less slender has the opposite effect. Future PLVTD research and development 933 
should investigate transient behaviour in more detail. It should be possible to reduce 934 
unwanted reverse mode latent heat transfer (transients occurring after forward-to-935 
reverse mode switching) by increasing condenser plate hydrophobicity (coatings or 936 
surface treatments) to minimise the amount of residual condensate clinging to the 937 
plate surface. Results also indicate a degree of performance lag during reverse-to-938 
forward mode switching which is probably associated with the thermal masses 939 
(evaporator plate and working fluid) that must be heated to enable evaporation to 940 
occur. Total thermal mass can be reduced by minimizing evaporator plate thickness 941 
(xpe), minimizing the amount of vapour contained in the cavity (mv) and minimizing 942 
the amount of liquid held in the working fluid reservoir (mL). Unfortunately, each of 943 
these approaches have knock-on effects on other PLVTD design aspects. For example, 944 
reducing xpe will reduce plate strength and increase requirements for internal structural 945 
support (reduced dss and increased Ns) resulting in worsened Us thermal bridging. 946 
Reducing mv requires cavity dimensions (particularly x) to be minimized which impairs 947 
reverse mode performance. The degree to which mL can be reduced is constrained by 948 
the need to avoid dry-out during high temperature operation (ie when mv is highest). 949 
The small aluminium PLVTD which contained mLv/yz=1.7kg/m2 suffered fewer dry-out 950 
problems than the larger stainless steel PLVTD which contained only mLv/yz=0.9kg/m2. 951 
Investigations by Pugsley (2017) found that increasing working fluid quantity to 952 
mLv/yz=1.1kg/m2 in the stainless steel PLVTD reduced occurrence of pump malfunction 953 
and apparent evaporator dry-out. 954 
6 Conclusions 955 
Theoretical and experimental investigations were undertaken to examine behaviour of 956 
a vertical Planar Liquid Vapour Thermal Diode (PLVTD) with a pumped falling film 957 
evaporator wetter and its application in Climate Control Building Envelopes (CCBE) and 958 
Integrated Collector-Storage Solar Water Heaters (ICSSWH).  959 
• Theoretical model development: The horizontal PLVTD model proposed by 960 
Pugsley et al. (2019) was augmented by introducing falling film evaporation and 961 
condensation, vapour convection in vertical and tilted rectangular enclosures, 962 
an iteration methodology for evaluating working fluid temperatures, and 963 
expressions accounting for non-condensable gas effects.  964 
• Model validation for vertical orientation scenarios: Forward and reverse 965 
mode thermal conductances of a small (Ap=0.15m2 x=22mm) vertical 966 
aluminium PLVTD were measured and compared against model predictions. The 967 
model predicts reverse mode performance accurately (Ur=12W·m-2K-1) across 968 
the range of operating conditions tested (ΔT12=20°C and 25<T2<65°C) and also 969 
reliably predicts forward mode performance (Uf≈400 W·m-2K-1) for heat fluxes 970 
and condenser temperatures (T2=33±4°C and 200<q/A<1000 W·m-2 971 
corresponding to 0.5<ΔT12<2.5°C) in the range of interested for CCBE and 972 
ICSSWH applications. The trend for proportionally increasing conductance 973 
(175<Uf<730 W·m-2K-1) with increasing temperature (15<T2<60°C for fixed 974 
ΔT12=4.5±1.5°C) is successfully predicted and appears to be related to vapour 975 
viscosity and its influence on the working fluid vapour flow resistance (Rec). The 976 
highest recorded thermal conductance was Uf≈1200 W·m-2K-1 at T2≈55°C with 977 
ΔT12≈2.2°C corresponding to qHC/Ap≈2800 W·m-2.  978 
• Model interrogation examining parametric design influences: The 979 
influence of PLVTD parametric design variables such as dimensions, orientation, 980 
temperature and heat flux was examined. Vertical PLVTDs achieve lower vapour 981 
convection thermal resistances (Rv and Rec) than horizontal PLVTDs giving them 982 
worse reverse and better forward mode performances, especially when cavity 983 
depths are large (x>50mm, q/A>50W/m2, T2>25°C). Reverse mode 984 
performance is sensitive to cavity depth, especially when the cavity is small 985 
(x<40mm) and behaviour is dominated by gaseous conduction and thermal 986 
bridging through sidewalls/structure. Forward mode performance depends on 987 
temperature, heat flux and dimensions, with high temperatures, high heat 988 
fluxes, large cavity depths (x≈150mm) and high aspect ratios (z/x>10) being 989 
generally preferable for vertical and tilted PLVTDs. 990 
• Testing of a large PLVTD integrated into a solar collector: The model was 991 
used to develop the design of a large-scale prototype PLVTD (Ap=0.98m2 and 992 
x=70mm) which was fabricated from 0.9mm stainless steel sheet and integrated 993 
into a novel PLVTD-ICSSWH hybrid solar collector with 100L water storage tank. 994 
Multiday tests consisting of consecutive 6-hour heating and 18-hour cooling 995 
cycles using a solar simulator (G=870, 610 and 370W·m-2) were undertaken to 996 
characterise PLVTD behaviour under quasi-steady heat fluxes of 997 
50<q/A<600 W·m-2 in forward mode (3<ΔT12<30°C) and 15<-q/A<60W·m-2 in 998 
reverse mode (5<-ΔT12<25°C) for condenser temperatures ranging from 999 
15<T2<60°C. Reverse mode thermal conductances increased slightly with 1000 
increasing temperature in the range 1.6<Ur<1.9W·m-2K-1 as predicted by the 1001 
model. Transient heat loss fluxes (up to -q/A≈150W·m-2) were observed during 1002 
forward-to-reverse mode switching representing unintended reverse mode 1003 
latent heat transfer associated with flashing of residual condensate. Forward 1004 
mode thermal conductances (considering wetted parts of the evaporator only) 1005 
ranged from Uf≈50 W·m-2K-1 (at T2=20°C and q/A<100 W·m-2) up to 1006 
Uf≈900 W·m-2K-1 at higher temperatures and heat fluxes. Most results were in 1007 
good agreement with the modelling predictions. Non-uniform evaporator 1008 
wetting was observed to be problematic, especially at low temperatures. 1009 
Evaporator dry-out occurred under certain conditions (notably for 1010 
q12/Ap>500W·m-2 and T2>55°C). Provided that uniform evaporator wetting can 1011 
be accomplished, results indicate that target diodicities (>97% for CCBE and 1012 
>99% for BISTS/BIPV applications) can be achieved during operation at 1013 
relevant temperatures and heat fluxes.  1014 
It is anticipated that study findings, together with subsequent research inspired by 1015 
the proposed parametric design approach, will have significant impacts in the 1016 
context of the climate crisis by enabling development of new components and 1017 
systems for Net Zero Energy Buildings. Future PLVTD design development work 1018 
should target improvements in evaporator wetting (eg superhydrophillic surfaces, 1019 
capillary wicks, wetter nozzle design, and flow rate optimization) and dimensional 1020 
optimizations with regard to real-life application scenarios. Further research 1021 
investigating the transient behaviour of PLVTDs should be undertaken with the aim 1022 
of quantifying and reducing unwanted transient effects associated with thermal 1023 
mass (eg superhydrophobic condensers, optimization of working fluid quantity and 1024 
cavity depth).  1025 
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Nomenclature 1034 
Latin symbols 1035 
A Surface area [m2] 1036 
A%wet Percentage of evaporator plate wetted by working fluid 1037 
cp Specific heat capacity at constant pressure [J·kg-1 K-1] 1038 
d Distance [m] 1039 
D Mass diffusivity [m2∙s-1] 1040 
g Acceleration due to gravity (g=9.81m∙s-2 on earth at sea level) 1041 
G Solar irradiance [W·m-2] 1042 
hLv Latent heat of liquid-vapour phase change [J∙kg-1] 1043 
k Thermal conductivity [W·m-1 K-1] 1044 
k* Complex thermal conductivity with sensible & latent components [W·m-1 K-1] 1045 
Ksf Nucleate boiling surface constant 1046 
L Characteristic dimension of Nusselt number [m] 1047 
M Mass flow rate [kg∙s-1] 1048 
nsf Nucleate boiling surface exponent 1049 
NS Number of struts in structural support array 1050 
Nu Nusselt number 1051 
P Pressure [Pa] 1052 
Pr Prandtl number 1053 
q Thermal power [W] 1054 
R Thermal resistance [K·W-1] 1055 
Ra Rayleigh number 1056 
Ra* Modified Rayleigh number accounting for pressure-driven vapour flow 1057 
Re Reynolds number 1058 
Sc Schmidt number 1059 
t Time [s] 1060 
T Temperature [°C] except for Equation 10 which uses absolute [K] 1061 
U Thermal conductance or heat transfer coefficient [W·m-2 K-1] 1062 
v Kinematic viscosity [m2∙s-1] 1063 
X Mole fraction of working fluid in mixture with non-condensable gas 1064 
x Distance along an axis which is parallel to the PLVTD depth [m] 1065 
y Distance along horizontal axis perpendicular to PLVTD depth [m] 1066 
z Distance along an axis which is perpendicular to x and y axes [m] 1067 
Greek and other symbols 1068 
𝜀 Emissivity 1069 
𝜇 Dynamic viscosity [kg·m-1s-1] 1070 
ℳ Molecular weight [g∙mol-1] 1071 
ℛ Universal gas constant (8.314 J·mol-1K-1) 1072 
ϑ Thermal diffusivity [m2∙s-1] 1073 
ΔP Pressure difference [Pa] 1074 
ΔT Temperature difference [°C] 1075 
 Diodicity [%] 1076 
 Surface tension [N∙m-1] 1077 
𝛽 Coefficient of volumetric expansion [K-1] 1078 
𝜌 Density [kg∙m-3] 1079 
𝜒 Stefan Boltzmann constant (5.67 x 10-8 Wm-2K-4) 1080 
𝜃 Tilt angle relative to horizontal [°] 1081 
 1082 
Subscripts 1083 
1 Plate 1 which is the evaporator in forward mode 1084 
2 Plate 2 which is the condenser on forward mode 1085 
3 Thermal storage water tank 1086 
12 Between (or average of) the two plates 1087 
a Ambient environment 1088 
B Back of plate 1089 
c Condenser, condensate or condensation 1090 
cr Critical (angle) 1091 
C Cold water feed or cooled return 1092 
CH Cooling plate or cooling water circuit 1093 
D Edge of plate 1094 
e Evaporator, evaporation or evaporator liquid film 1095 
ec Between (or average of) the evaporator and condenser surfaces 1096 
f Forward mode 1097 
h Horizontal orientation 1098 
H Hot water feed or heated return 1099 
HC Heating plate of heated water circuit 1100 
L Working fluid liquid state property 1101 
l Losses to ambient environment 1102 
L1 Liquid on the evaporator 1103 
L2 Liquid on the condenser 1104 
LcS Liquid working fluid (condensate) flowing from condenser to reservoir (sump) 1105 
LSe  Liquid working fluid flowing (pumped) from reservoir (sump) to evaporator 1106 
LeS Liquid working fluid (run-off) flowing from evaporator to reservoir (sump) 1107 
Lv Latent property of working fluid at the liquid-vapour saturation point 1108 
LvL Liquid-vapour-liquid transition 1109 
ncg Non-condensable gas 1110 
Nu Nucleate boiling 1111 
p Plate 1112 
r Reverse mode 1113 
R Radiative component 1114 
Ra Natural convection determined by Rayleigh number 1115 
Re Forced convection determined by Reynolds number 1116 
s Structural element(s) such as internal support struts 1117 
sf Evaporator plate surface condition 1118 
ss Between two adjacent struts (centre-to-centre distance) 1119 
sw Strut tube wall (thickness) 1120 
sxy Between the xy-sidewall and the closest strut (distance along the z-axis) 1121 
sxz Between the xz-sidewall and the closest strut (distance along the y-axis) 1122 
trans Transition Rayleigh number (Ratrans=5x106) 1123 
v Working fluid vapour state property 1124 
V Vertical orientation 1125 
w Sidewalls of the PLVTD 1126 
X Mixture of working fluid and non-condensable gas 1127 
x In the direction parallel to the PLVTD depth 1128 
y In the direction of the horizontal axis perpendicular to PLVTD depth 1129 
z In the direction of the axis which is perpendicular to x and y axes 1130 
 1131 
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Appendix 1 1316 
Equations for evaluating vapour mass flow thermal resistance (Rec) when 1317 
the PLVTD contains a mixture of working fluid and non-condensable gases 1318 
  1319 
It is widely recognised that non-condensable gases reduce rates of liquid-vapour-liquid 1320 
heat transfer and the effect was noted by Boreyko & Chen (2013) during their thermal 1321 
diode experiments. Cengel & Boles (2006) suggests that the non-condensable gases 1322 
form a barrier layer near the condenser surface which imposes a resistance to the flow 1323 
of vapour between the evaporator and the condenser. The resistance is highest when 1324 
the vapour velocity is low and the non-condensable gas concentration is high. Stein et 1325 
al. (1985) attempted to model the effect for condensation on the underside of a 1326 
horizontal plate by considering mass diffusivity within the air-water gas mixture using 1327 
a Sherwood number mass transfer approach (analogous to the Nusselt number heat 1328 
transfer approach). A similar approach adopted by Peterson (1996) described the 1329 
effect on a vertical condenser using its height as the characteristic dimension (L=z). 1330 
Both models represent gas mixture (water vapour and non-condensable gas) as a 1331 
barrier layer which covers the condenser surface. Water vapour produced at the 1332 
evaporator must pass through the barrier layer prior to condensing.  1333 
Both the Peterson (1996) and Stein et al. (1985) models define the Rayleigh number 1334 
according to Equation A1 in terms of the difference (X2-X1) between the density of 1335 
the gas mixture near the condenser surface and the density of the gas mixture near 1336 
the evaporator surface. The terms used in Equation A1 are the dimensionless Schmidt 1337 
number (/D) which is the mass transfer equivalent of the Prandtl number, mixture 1338 
densities (X), gravitational acceleration (g), characteristic dimension (L=x), average 1339 
mixture viscosity (X), and mixture mass diffusivity (DX). Peterson (1996) suggests 1340 
that the mixture densities can be evaluated using Equations A2 and A3 where the 1341 
terms ℳ̇𝑣 and ℳ̇𝑛𝑐𝑔 are the respective molecular masses of water and the non-1342 
condensable gas. The terms Xncg1 and Xncg2 represent the mole fractions of non-1343 
condensable gas present in the mixture at the respective evaporator (T1) and 1344 
condenser (T2) temperatures. The ambient temperature (Ta) is used as a convenient 1345 
point of reference for determining the hypothetical saturated water vapour density 1346 
(LvXa) which would occur at a total pressure (PXa=PLva+Pncga) equal to the sum of the 1347 
saturated water vapour and non-condensable gas partial pressures at the ambient 1348 
temperature (Ta). The reference temperature Tref=273.16 K is the freezing point of 1349 
water in Kelvin. Stein et al. (1985) suggest that the mass diffusivity of a mixture of air 1350 
and water vapour can be estimated with sufficient reliability using Equation A4 where 1351 






















[1 + 𝑋𝑛𝑐𝑔2 (
ℳ̇𝑛𝑐𝑔
ℳ̇𝑣
− 1)]            Equation A3 1355 








      Equation A4 1356 
The thermal conductivity of the gas mixture (working fluid vapour plus non-1357 
condensable gases) involved in the liquid-vapour-liquid heat transfer process (k*) is 1358 
defined according to Equation A5 where ϑX, Dx and kx respectively are the thermal 1359 
diffusivity, mass diffusivity, and thermal conductivities of the gas mixture and kXLv is 1360 
the latent heat thermal conductivity of the vapour defined by Equation A6 which is 1361 
similar to Equation 18 with the addition of a term (X calculated using Equation A7) 1362 
describing the mole fraction ratio of the gas mixture.  1363 
𝑘𝑋













3        Equation A6 1365 
𝜙𝑋 = −1 (
ln[(1−𝑋𝑛𝑐𝑔1)/(1−𝑋𝑛𝑐𝑔2)]
ln(𝑋𝑛𝑐𝑔1/𝑋𝑛𝑐𝑔2)
)     Equation A7 1366 
Numbers used in subscripts in Equations A1 to A7 denote whether properties should 1367 
be evaluated at the evaporator (T1) or condenser (T2) temperature. Properties with no 1368 
numbers in the subscript should be evaluated at the average operating temperature 1369 
T12=(T1+T2)/2. The subscripts v, ncg and X respectively refer to water vapour, non-1370 
condensable gas and the mixture of two fluids. Gas mixture properties x, x, kx, ϑX, 1371 
Xncg and Xv can be determined using Wilke’s rule and other expressions presented by 1372 
Tsilingiris (2008), which are reproduced in Table A1. 1373 
 1374 
  1375 
Table A1 – Equations for determining the properties of gas mixtures 1376 
Property Expression 
Density (𝜌𝑋) 𝜌𝑋 =
𝑃𝐿𝑣 + 𝑃𝑛𝑐𝑔
ℛ̇(𝑇 + 𝑇0)


















Specific heat capacity (𝑐𝑝,𝑋) 𝑐𝑝,𝑋 = 𝑐𝑝,𝑣𝑋𝑣 (
ℳ̇𝑣
ℳ̇𝑣 + ℳ̇𝑛𝑐𝑔




Ratio of mass diffusivity (DX) 






















Wilke’s coefficients for  
non-condensable gas  
mixed with water vapour  
(Φ𝑛𝑐𝑔−𝑣 and Φ𝑣−𝑛𝑐𝑔) 
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